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UNION BANK, N.A.  
Market-Linked Certificates of Deposit 

Union Bank, N.A. (the “Bank”) may from time to time offer market-linked certificates of deposit (“MLCDs”) with maturities of at least seven calendar days.  
The returns on the MLCDs will be linked to one or more Investment Benchmarks, as described below.  This Disclosure Statement contains the general 
terms and conditions that will apply to the MLCDs.  The specific terms and conditions applicable to a particular MLCD offering will be described in greater 
detail in the applicable Disclosure Supplement (“Supplement”).  In the event of any inconsistency between the Disclosure Statement and the Supplement, 
the terms of the Supplement will control. 

Payments on the MLCDs  
Unless otherwise specified in the Supplement and unlike traditional certificates of deposit and other debt instruments, the Bank will make a payment on 
the maturity date of the MLCDs (the “Indexed Interest Amount”) that is related to changes in (i) the value or values of one or more indices based on the 
prices of securities, (ii) the exchange rates of one or more specified currencies or currency indices, (iii) the value or values of one or more commodities or 
commodity indices, (iv) the price or prices of the shares of one or more exchange traded funds (“ETFs”) based on any of the forgoing or on any other 
types of assets or (v) any other measure of economic or financial performance.  With respect to each MLCD, the applicable assets or market measures 
are referred to as the “Investment Benchmark.”  (For example, in the case of an MLCD linked to the price of shares of an ETF, the Investment Benchmark 
will be the relevant ETF.)  The Supplement for the MLCDs will specify the applicable Investment Benchmark and how the Indexed Interest Amount will be 
calculated.  The Indexed Interest Amount may be calculated based upon values observed on one or more dates that are close to the maturity date of the 
MLCDs, or periodically over the term of the MLCD, and may be subject to a cap.  As a result, the payments received on the MLCD may be 
substantially less than any change in the value of the Investment Benchmark, and these features may generally negatively affect your 
investment return.  In addition, if the Supplement does not provide for a Minimum Indexed Interest Amount, as defined below, you may receive 
no interest payment or return of any kind on your MLCDs, other than the repayment of the Deposit Amount (as defined below).  If the MLCD is 
held to maturity, the Bank will pay no less than the full Deposit Amount. 

Liquidity 

Although the Bank or its affiliates may purchase the MLCDs from you in the secondary market, they are not obligated to do so.  The Bank and its affiliates 
are not obligated to, and do not intend to, make a market for the MLCDs.  There is no assurance that a secondary market for the MLCDs will develop or, if 
it develops, that it will continue.  Consequently, you may not be able to sell your MLCDs readily or at prices that will enable you to realize your desired 
yield.  Only MLCDs held to maturity or MLCDs that are subject to a permitted early withdrawal in the event of the death or adjudicated incompetence of a 
beneficial owner of the MLCD will be entitled to the return of the full Deposit Amount.  If you sell your MLCDs prior to maturity, you may receive less than 
the full amount of your Deposit Amount.  The MLCDs are designed to be held to maturity, and funds that you need prior to maturity should not be 
invested in MLCDs. 

Deposit Insurance 

The MLCDs are deposit obligations of the Bank, the deposits and accounts of which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (the 
“FDIC”) up to certain statutory limits and in accordance with certain limitations and restrictions.  The “Deposit Insurance” section below contains a general 
description of the federal deposit insurance limitations and restrictions as applied to the MLCDs.  The amount of deposit insurance available to you for 
MLCDs you purchase will depend on a number of factors, including the capacity in which you hold the MLCDs and whether you hold any other deposits at 
the Bank in the same capacity.  A depositor purchasing a principal amount of MLCDs that is in excess of the described limits or which, together with other 
deposits that it maintains at the Bank in the same ownership capacity, is in excess of such limits should not rely on the availability of deposit insurance 
with respect to such excess.  To the extent you maintain deposits with the Bank in excess of the FDIC limits, you are relying solely on the Bank’s 
ability to pay the principal amount of the MLCD.  You are responsible for monitoring the total amount of deposits that you hold at the Bank in 
the same ownership capacity in order to determine the extent of FDIC insurance coverage available to you on the MLCDs.  In addition, the FDIC 
has taken the position that any Indexed Interest Amount and Minimum Indexed Interest Amount (until such amounts are contractually accrued 
on the books and records of the Bank) and any secondary market premium paid by a depositor above the principal amount of the MLCDs are 
not insured by the FDIC.  Therefore, you are relying solely on the Bank’s ability to pay the Indexed Interest Amount and Minimum Indexed 
Interest Amount, if any, until such time as such amounts are contractually accrued on the books and records of the Bank.  See “Deposit 
Insurance” herein. 

Survivor’s Option 

If so specified in the Supplement, withdrawals will be permitted prior to the maturity date in the event of the death or adjudicated incompetence of the 
beneficial owner of the MLCD.  This right is called a “Survivor’s Option” and upon the valid election of this right, the Bank will repay 100% of the principal 
amount of the MLCD; however, the Bank will not pay any Indexed Interest Amount or Minimum Indexed Interest Amount.  See “Survivor’s Option” herein. 

Tax Treatment 

Most United States holders of the MLCDs, other than those purchasing the MLCDs through a tax advantaged retirement account (such as an IRA), are 
subject to tax rules requiring them to include in their taxable income during each tax year in which the MLCDs are outstanding imputed interest 
income on the MLCDs even though interest, if any, may not be paid on the MLCDs until maturity.  See “United States Federal Income Tax 
Considerations” herein. 

Risk Factors 

In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of the Bank and the terms of the offering, including the merits and risks 
involved.  You should reach an investment decision only after carefully considering, together with your financial, legal and tax advisors, the 
suitability of an investment in an MLCD in light of your financial circumstances.  You will be subject to risks, including risks not associated 
with conventional fixed-rate or floating-rate certificates of deposit or debt instruments.  See “Risk Factors” herein and “Risks and 
Considerations” in the applicable Supplement for more information on the risks associated with the MLCDs. 

MLCDs Are Obligations of the Bank 

The MLCDs are obligations solely of the Bank, and are not obligations of and are not guaranteed by UnionBanCal Corporation, UnionBanc Investment 
Services, LLC (“UBIS”) or any other affiliate or subsidiary of the bank.  The MLCDs are not, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended, and are not required to be so registered.  The MLCDs have not been recommended by any federal or state securities commission or regulatory 
authority.  Furthermore, the foregoing authorities have not confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of this Disclosure Statement or any 
Supplement.  Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense. 

Offering Brokers 

The MLCDs will be made available through UBIS and may be made available through certain other brokers (together, the “Offering Brokers”).  UBIS is a 
registered broker-dealer, investment advisor, member FINRA/SIPC, and a subsidiary of the Bank.   
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Summary 
 

This Disclosure Statement, along with the applicable Supplement, describes the terms of the MLCDs offered.  These documents 
contain information you should consider when making your investment decision and you should rely solely on the information 
contained in this Disclosure Statement and the applicable Supplement.  To the extent that any of the information in the Supplement 
is inconsistent with the information contained in this Disclosure Statement, the applicable Supplement will control.  Neither the Bank 
nor UBIS has authorized anyone to provide you with any additional information.  If any such information is provided to you, you 
should not rely on it.  The information contained in this Disclosure Statement and any Supplement may not be modified by any oral 
representation made before or after purchase of an MLCD.  You should consider carefully the information contained in “Risk 
Factors” beginning on the next page. 

This Disclosure Statement and the applicable Supplement do not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any state or 
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or in which the person making the offer or solicitation is not qualified to 
do so, or to any person for whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation.  The information contained in this Disclosure 
Statement and the applicable Supplement may only be accurate as of the dates of such documents.  You should not interpret the 
delivery of this Disclosure Statement or the applicable Supplement or the sale of the MLCDs as an indication that there has been no 
change in the information set forth herein or therein since those dates. 

 

Issuer Union Bank, N.A. (the “Bank”) 

Calculation Agent Union Bank, N.A. 

MLCDs Market-linked certificates of deposit, issued by the Bank from time to time and as described 
herein and in the applicable Supplement.  See “General Description of the MLCDs.”  The 
MLCDs will be in the form of a master certificate held through the Depository Trust Company 
(“DTC”).  See “Evidence of the Deposits.” 

Payments MLCDs are deposit obligations of the Bank.  Upon maturity, the bank will return to you the full 
deposit amount of your MLCDs (the “Deposit Amount”).  Unlike traditional certificates of deposit 
and other debt instruments, the Bank will make a payment on the maturity date of the MLCDs 
(and such other dates as may be set forth in the applicable Supplement) based on changes in 
an Investment Benchmark (the “Indexed Interest Amount”).  If so specified in the applicable 
Supplement, the MLCDs may also accrue and provide for periodic payments of interest at a 
specified rate (the “Periodic Interest Payments”).  See “General Description of the MLCDs – 
Payments on the MLCDs.” 

Additions and Withdrawals; 
Early Redemption 

Generally, additions and withdrawals are not permitted.  If so specified in the applicable 
Supplement, a series of MLCDs may have an early redemption feature, in which case the 
amount of the payment on the MLCDs will be determined prior to maturity and an early 
redemption penalty (the “Early Redemption Penalty”) may apply (the “Early Redemption 
Amount”), and/or a Survivor’s Option, as described below.  See “General Description of the 
MLCDs – Additions and Withdrawals,” “– Early Redemption and Early Redemption Penalty” 
and “– Survivor’s Option.” 

Survivor’s Option If so specified in the applicable Supplement, withdrawals will be permitted prior to the maturity 
date in the event of the death or adjudicated incompetence of the beneficial owner of an 
MLCD.  See “General Description of the MLCDs – Survivor’s Option.” 

Investment Benchmark The Investment Benchmark and the method for calculating the Indexed Interest Amount will be 
set forth in the applicable Supplement.  See “General Description of the MLCDs – Information 
with Respect to the Investment Benchmark.”  

Minimum Denomination Unless otherwise specified in the applicable Supplement, denominations of $1,000 and integral 
multiples of $1,000 in excess thereof.  See “General Description of the MLCDs – Minimum 
Denominations.” 

Transfers If you choose to terminate your Offering Broker as nominee, authorized representative, agent 
or custodian with regard to an MLCD, you may (i) transfer your MLCDs to another broker-
dealer or other institution which is a direct or indirect DTC participant (the “Transferee Broker,” 
which together with the Offering Broker, is collectively referred to herein as “Broker”) or (ii) 
request that your ownership of the MLCD be evidenced directly on the books of the Bank, 
subject to applicable law and the Bank’s terms and conditions, including those related to the 
manner of evidencing MLCD ownership.  In the event that your ownership of the MLCD is 
evidenced directly on the books of the Bank, the term “Broker” as used herein shall include the 
Bank to the extent applicable. 
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Risk Factors 
  

Your purchase of an MLCD involves significant risks, including risks not associated with fixed-rate or floating-rate certificates of deposit or 
debt instruments.  You should not purchase the MLCDs unless you understand and are able to bear the risks associated with the MLCDs 
which are included in this Disclosure Statement and any applicable Supplement.  You should compare the features of the MLCDs to other 
available investments before deciding to purchase an MLCD.  Due to the uncertainty as to whether the MLCDs will earn an Indexed Interest 
Amount, the return you receive with respect to an MLCD may be higher or lower than the returns on other deposits or investments available 
from the Offering Brokers or the Bank or through other investments.  You should reach an investment decision only after carefully 
considering, together with your financial, legal and tax advisors, the suitability of an investment in an MLCD in light of your financial 
circumstances. 

 

Depositors May Not Be Entitled to Receive any Interest Even if the MLCD Is Held to Maturity 
  

Unless the Supplement specifies a Minimum Indexed Interest Amount (as defined below) or Periodic Interest Payments, you will not receive 
any other return at maturity if the value of the Investment Benchmark does not change so as to produce an Indexed Interest Amount greater 
than zero.  If the Indexed Interest Amount is not greater than zero, at maturity you will receive only the Deposit Amount of your MLCDs plus 
any Periodic Interest Payments or Minimum Indexed Interest Amount specified in the related Supplement. 

It is possible you will receive no Indexed Interest Amount, even though the value of the Investment Benchmark on the maturity date is 
greater than the value of the Investment Benchmark on the issue date of your MLCDs.  For example, if the Indexed Interest Amount is 
calculated based on an average of the value of the Investment Benchmark observed at specified intervals during the term of the MLCD, one 
or more low values may offset any earlier or later increases, resulting in an Indexed Interest Amount of zero.  If your MLCDs are subject to 
any knock-out event or similar event pursuant to their terms that eliminates any Indexed Interest Amount, your Indexed Interest Amount will 
be zero if the Investment Benchmark is at specified values at any time during the term of your MLCDs, even if the value of the Investment 
Benchmark is not at those specified values at other times or at maturity.  You must carefully read the applicable Supplement to determine 
the circumstances under which your Indexed Interest Amount will be limited, or will be zero. 

 

Your Return May Be Less Than the Return You Could Earn on Alternative Investments or on a Direct Investment in 
the Investment Benchmark or Any of Its Components 
  

Your return on the MLCDs, if any, may be lower than the return you could receive on a conventional certificate of deposit or debt instrument 
of comparable maturity and on other alternative investments available.  Your return, if any, may not reflect the full opportunity cost to you 
when you take into account factors that affect the time value of money.  In part, this is because you have lost the use of the Deposit Amount 
for the term of the MLCDs. 

Further, your return on the MLCDs, if any, may not reflect the return you would realize if you actually owned the Investment Benchmark or 
any of its components.  For example, the payment on the maturity date of an MLCD does not include any dividends paid on any securities 
included in an Investment Benchmark that is a securities index or any dividends paid on an ETF that is an Investment Benchmark.  Further, 
the Indexed Interest Amount may be calculated based upon observing the value of the Investment Benchmark over the term of the MLCDs, 
at one point in time or at intervals prior to maturity, may be based on participating in the performance of the Investment Benchmark at a rate 
that is less than 1.00, or may be otherwise capped.  If the Investment Benchmark includes any non-U.S. indices or securities, your return on 
the MLCDs will not be adjusted to reflect the returns that you would have received had you made a direct investment in such Investment 
Benchmark or its components, and its value increased or decreased due to changes in the applicable currency exchange rates. 

 

The Price at Which You May Sell the MLCDs Prior to Maturity May Be Substantially Less Than Your Deposit Amount  

In connection with any proposed secondary market sale or early redemption (if applicable) of your MLCDs, the price at which you may sell 
your MLCDs or the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable), respectively, will likely differ from the amount that you would receive at 
maturity.  A variety of factors will influence the sale price or the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable).  A change in one factor could 
offset the effect of a change in one of the other factors, such that there may be no determinable net effect on the sale price or the Early 
Redemption Amount (if applicable).  An adverse movement in one or more of the factors could result in the sale price or the Early 
Redemption Amount (if applicable) being substantially less than your original Deposit Amount.  For example, the effect from an increase in 
the value of the Investment Benchmark may be offset by an increase in interest rates on the sale price or the Early Redemption Amount (if 
applicable).  Additionally, an Early Redemption Penalty may factor into the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable).   

Investment Benchmark.  Changes in the value of the Investment Benchmark from its initial value on the issue date are anticipated to have a 
substantial impact on the price at which you may sell your MLCDs prior to maturity and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable).  Even 
if the value of the Investment Benchmark has increased from its initial value, upon any proposed secondary market sale or early 
redemption, you may still receive substantially less than the amount that would be payable at maturity based upon that same value due to 
the expectation that the value of the Investment Benchmark will continue to fluctuate until the maturity date. 

Volatility of the Investment Benchmark.  Volatility is the term used to describe the size and frequency of fluctuations in the value of the 
Investment Benchmark.  If the volatility of the Investment Benchmark increases or decreases, the price at which you may sell your MLCDs 
prior to maturity and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) may be adversely affected. 

Interest Rates.  Changes in interest rates will affect the price at which you may sell your MLCDs prior to maturity and the Early Redemption 
Amount (if applicable).  Generally, if interest rates increase, the sale price and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) may decrease, 
and if interest rates decrease, the sale price for your MLCDs prior to maturity and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) may 
increase.  Interest rates may also directly or indirectly impact the value of the Investment Benchmark, which would affect the sale price and 
the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable). 
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Dividend Yield.  If the Investment Benchmark is a securities index or an ETF, the price at which you may sell MLCDs prior to maturity and 
the and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) may also be affected by the dividend yields, if any, on the components of the 
Investment Benchmark (such as the securities included in an index or the securities held by an ETF).  Because a depositor in the MLCD is 
not entitled to the value of dividend payments, an increase in dividend yields may reduce the sale price and the Early Redemption Amount 
(if applicable), while a decrease in dividend yields may increase the sale price and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable).  

Time Remaining to the Applicable Maturity Date.  As the time remaining to maturity of MLCDs decreases, the “time premium” associated 
with them will decrease.  Before maturity, the price at which you may sell your MLCDs may be above that which would be expected based 
on the levels of market interest rates and the value of the applicable Investment Benchmark.  This difference will reflect a “time premium” 
due to expectations concerning the value of the Investment Benchmark during the period before the applicable maturity date.  In general, as 
the time remaining to maturity decreases, we expect that this “time premium” may decrease, lowering the sale price for your MLCDs and the 
Early Redemption Amount (if applicable). 

Events Affecting or Involving the Investment Benchmark.  Economic, financial, regulatory, judicial, political and other developments that 
affect the value of the Investment Benchmark or its components, and real or anticipated changes in those factors, also may affect the price 
at which you may sell your MLCDs prior to maturity and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable). 

 

Neither You Nor the Bank Has Rights in the Investment Benchmarks or Any of Its Components  
  

Your interest in an MLCD does not entitle you to the rights of a holder of the Investment Benchmark or any of its components.  As a result: 

 if your Investment Benchmark is linked to a securities index or an ETF, you will not have any rights in the components of the index or the 
applicable ETF or the securities that it holds, including voting rights, the right to receive interest, dividends or other distributions or any 
other rights in any of those securities; and 

 if your Investment Benchmark is linked to a commodity, commodity index, currency or futures contract, or commodity ETF, purchasing 
the MLCDs will not make you a holder of any commodity, currency or futures contract relating to the Investment Benchmark or its 
underlying components or assets.  The MLCDs will be paid in U.S. dollars, and you will have no right to receive delivery of any 
commodity, currency or futures contract relating to an Investment Benchmark. 

 

Limited Liquidity Prior to Maturity 
  

When you purchase an MLCD, you agree with the Bank to keep your funds on deposit for the term of the MLCD.  Unless otherwise 
specified in the Supplement, you will not have the right to withdraw any portion of the Deposit Amount prior to the maturity date. 

Neither the Offering Brokers nor the Bank can assure you that you will be able to sell your MLCDs in the secondary market prior to its 
maturity date.  Therefore, you should not rely on any such ability to sell your MLCDs prior to its maturity date for any benefits, including 
achieving trading profits, limiting trading or other losses, realizing income or having access to the proceeds.  Even if a secondary market 
does develop, it may not provide significant liquidity, and it is unlikely that the secondary market value of the MLCDs will correlate closely 
with the value of the Investment Benchmark.  If you sell your MLCDs prior to maturity, you may not receive the full amount of your Deposit 
Amount.  

The MLCDs will not be listed on any national exchange or quoted on any U.S. automated inter-dealer quotation system or traded in the 
over-the-counter market. 

 

Secondary Market Prices May Be Affected by Fees and Hedging Costs 
  

Assuming no change in market conditions or any other relevant factors, the price, if any, at which a party will be willing to purchase MLCDs 
in secondary market transactions and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) likely will be lower, perhaps significantly lower, than the 
original issue price.  This is in part because the original issue price includes, and secondary market prices (if available) and the Early 
Redemption Amount (if applicable) are likely to exclude, the effect of placement fees paid to a Participating Broker, Issuer Program Costs 
(as defined below) paid to or recognized by the Bank and the anticipated profit to hedge providers included in hedging the Bank’s 
obligations under the MLCDs.  The anticipated cost of hedging the Bank’s obligations will be determined by the Bank or its affiliates with the 
intent to realize a profit.  However, because hedging the Bank’s obligations entails exposure to market forces beyond the Bank’s control or 
its affiliates’ control, these hedging activities may result in a profit that is more or less than initially anticipated, or may result in a loss.  
Therefore, assuming no change in market conditions or any other relevant factors, the price, if any, at which the Offering Broker will be 
willing to purchase MLCDs from you and the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) will likely be lower than the original issue price.  In 
addition, any such prices may differ from values determined by others’ pricing models as a result of such compensation or other transaction 
costs.  

 

Insolvency of the Bank May Result in Early Payment of Your MLCDs 
  

If the FDIC is appointed as conservator or receiver for the Bank, the FDIC is authorized to disaffirm or repudiate certain contracts to which 
the Bank is a party, the performance of which is determined to be burdensome, and the disaffirmation or repudiation of which is determined 
to promote the orderly administration of the Bank’s affairs.  It appears very likely that for this purpose deposit obligations, such as the 
MLCDs, are “contracts” within the meaning of the foregoing and that the MLCDs could be repudiated by the FDIC in its capacity as 
conservator or receiver of the Bank.  As a result of any such repudiation, a holder of the MLCDs could be required to make a claim against 
the FDIC for the Deposit Amount of the MLCDs and follow the FDIC’s claims procedures, which may result in a delay in receiving payment, 
or the FDIC as conservator or receiver could also transfer the MLCDs to another insured depository institution, without approval or consent 
of the holder of the MLCDs.  A transferee depository institution would likely be permitted to offer holders of the MLCDs the choice of (i) 
repayment of the Deposit Amount of the MLCDs or (ii) continuation of the MLCD for the remainder of the term, possibly on less favorable 
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terms (including the periodic interest rate, if applicable).  If an MLCD is paid off prior to maturity, either by a transferee depository institution 
or the FDIC, you may be unable to reinvest the funds at the same anticipated rate of return on the original MLCD.  In any case, no claim 
would likely be available for any secondary market premium paid by you above the Deposit Amount, any Indexed Interest Amount or other 
damages such as lost profit or opportunity cost. 

 

An Investment Linked to the Shares of an ETF Is Different from an Investment Linked to the Related Underlying 
Index or Other Assets 
  

The performance of the shares of an ETF may not exactly replicate the performance of the related underlying index or other assets held 
by the ETF because, for example, the ETF may not invest in all of the securities or other assets included in the related underlying index 
and because the ETF will reflect transaction costs and fees that are not included in the calculation of the value of the related underlying 
index or other assets.  An ETF may also hold securities or other assets that are not included in the underlying index or other underlying 
asset, or  may also use one or more derivative transactions in an effort to track the performance of the underlying index or other 
underlying asset, which in each case may impact its performance.  It is also possible that an ETF may not fully replicate the 
performance of the related underlying index or underlying assets due to the temporary unavailability of certain securities or assets in the 
secondary market or due to other extraordinary circumstances.  In addition, because the shares of an ETF are traded on a securities 
exchange and are subject to market supply and investor demand, the price of a share of an ETF may differ from the net asset value per 
share of such ETF.  For the foregoing reasons, the performance of an ETF may not correlate perfectly with the performance of the 
related underlying index or underlying assets, and the return on the MLCDs based on the performance of an ETF and may be worse 
than the return on MLCDs or other investments directly linked to the performance of the related underlying index or underlying assets. 

 

Investment Benchmark Sponsors Have No Relationship with the MLCDs  
  

The Bank will not be affiliated with any Investment Benchmark Sponsor, including the sponsor of any applicable index and any sponsor or 
investment advisor of an ETF or its underlying index.  Similarly, no such party will be involved in any respect with the offering or sale of the 
MLCDs (except for any licensing arrangements disclosed in the applicable Supplement).  The Bank has no ability to control or influence the 
actions of any such party, including with respect to publicly available information regarding the Investment Benchmark (including any 
underlying index), any changes to an Investment Benchmark, or any decision by an Investment Benchmark Sponsor or any other such party 
to discontinue or alter an Investment Benchmark.  You will have no rights as a holder of the MLCDs against any such party, even though 
your MLCDs are linked to the Investment Benchmark. 

Limited information may be available in the applicable Supplement with respect to the Investment Benchmark and its historical performance 
based on publicly available information.  Neither the Bank nor the Offering Brokers will independently verify publicly available information 
and they will not make any representation that publicly available information about the Investment Benchmark, the Investment Benchmark 
Sponsor or any other party is accurate or complete.  Neither the Bank nor the Offering Brokers will provide to you updated information or 
provide information regarding material future events regarding the Investment Benchmark.  You should undertake an independent review of 
the Investment Benchmark before making a decision to purchase an MLCD. 

 

We Cannot Control Actions by Any ETF or Any of the Companies Whose Securities Are Included in an Investment 
Benchmark 
  

Actions by any company whose securities are included in an Investment Benchmark, including any ETF or its investment advisor, may 
have an adverse effect on the value of the applicable securities or the Investment Benchmark, and the amount payable on the MLCDs.  
Unless otherwise disclosed in the applicable Supplement, although the Bank or its affiliates may from time to time invest in such 
companies, the Bank will not be affiliated with any company whose security is represented by an Investment Benchmark.  These 
companies will not be involved in the offering of the MLCDs and will have no obligations with respect to the MLCDs, including any 
obligation to take our or your interests into consideration for any reason.  These companies will not receive any of the proceeds of the 
offering of the MLCDs and will not be responsible for, and will not have participated in, the determination of the timing of, prices for, or 
quantities of, the MLCDs to be issued.  These companies will not be involved with the administration, marketing or trading of the 
MLCDs and will have no obligations with respect to the amounts to be paid to you under the MLCDs. 

 

Changes to the Investment Benchmark May Impact the Amount You Receive Prior to and at Maturity 
  

The Investment Benchmark Sponsor, including the sponsor of any applicable index and any sponsor or investment advisor of an ETF or its 
underlying index or assets, will have the ability to make changes that could adversely affect the value of the Investment Benchmark, the 
price at which you may sell your MLCDs prior to maturity, the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) and the amount of any Indexed 
Interest Amount.  For an Inventment Benchmark that is an index or ETF, such changes could include: 

 additions, deletions or substitutions of the assets comprising any applicable index or ETF;  

 making methodological changes to the calculation of the value of any applicable index or ETF; or 

 suspending or discontinuing calculation or publication of the trading levels or values of any applicable index or ETF. 

 

The Historical Performance of the Investment Benchmark Is Not an Indication of the Future Performance 
of the Investment Benchmark 
  

The historical performance of the Investment Benchmark, which is included in the applicable Supplement, should not be taken as an 
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indication of the future performance of the Investment Benchmark during the term of the MLCDs.  Changes in the value of the Investment 
Benchmark will affect the prices at which you may sell the MLCDs in any secondary market and the Early Redemption Amount (if 
applicable), but it is impossible to predict whether the value of the Investment Benchmark will fall or rise. 

 

You Will Be Subject to Foreign Issuer Risks if Your Investment Benchmark Is Linked to Securities of Foreign 
Issuers 
  

If so specified in the applicable Supplement, the Investment Benchmark or one or more of its components may trade in a foreign market.  
Investment Benchmarks or their components that trade in foreign markets are subject to fluctuations in value based on local or regional 
political, legal, economic, financial and social factors.  The local or regional economy may differ favorably or unfavorably from that of the 
United States, and such differences may change over the term of your MLCDs. 

The hours of trading, if any, for the MLCDs may not conform to the hours during which the Investment Benchmark or its components are 
traded.  To the extent U.S. markets are closed while foreign markets remain open, significant movements may take place in the value of the 
Investment Benchmark or its components that will not be immediately reflected in the value of the Investment Benchmark, the price that you 
may receive upon a sale of the MLCDs, the Early Redemption Amount and the amount you will receive at maturity.  In addition, there may 
be periods when the relevant foreign markets are closed for trading, causing the value of the Investment Benchmark to remain unchanged 
for multiple trading days in the U.S.  Limited availability of quotations or the absence of reporting of last-sale or similar information would 
make it difficult for many depositors to obtain timely, accurate data about the market for the Investment Benchmark or its components, and, 
therefore, the amount that you may receive upon a sale of the MLCDs, the Early Redemption Amount and the amount you may receive at 
maturity. 

Many foreign markets are less liquid than U.S. or other longer-established securities markets and trading may be affected by different 
factors, such as direct or indirect government intervention to stabilize the securities markets, cross shareholdings in foreign companies, 
generally less publicly available information about foreign companies than about those U.S. companies that are subject to the reporting 
requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), and different accounting and financial reporting standards.  In 
addition, foreign securities markets and companies may be influenced by smaller market capitalizations, less rigorous regulation of the 
securities markets, governmental interference, currency fluctuations, higher inflation, and social, economic and political uncertainties.  Any 
of these factors may adversely affect the performance of the Investment Benchmark or its components and, as a result, the price that you 
may receive upon a sale of the MLCDs, the Early Redemption Amount and the amount you will receive at maturity. 

 

You Will Be Subject to Foreign Currency Risks if Your Investment Benchmark Is Linked to a Foreign Currency 
  

If so specified in the applicable Supplement, the Investment Benchmark may consist of the exchange rates of one or more foreign 
currencies, and your Indexed Interest Amount will be impacted by changes in or the performance of those currencies.  The relative value of 
foreign currencies can be highly volatile and may change based on a number of interrelated factors, including the supply and demand for 
each currency, the possibility that exchange controls could be imposed or modified, the possible imposition of other regulatory controls or 
taxes, the overall growth and performance of the local economies, the trade and current account balance between the relevant countries, 
market interventions by the central banks, inflation, interest rate levels, the performance of the global stock markets, the stability of the 
relevant governments and banking systems, and other local and regional political, legal, economic and social factors.  In addition, the value 
of a currency may be affected by the operation of, and the identity of persons and entities trading on, inter-bank and inter-dealer foreign 
exchange markets. 

In addition, the actions of sovereign governments could impact the value of foreign currencies and the amount you will receive at maturity.  
These may include governmental actions to influence the exchange rate, such as intervention by the relevant central bank, imposition of 
regulatory controls or taxes, a devaluation or revaluation of currency, or actions to limit the movement of currencies across borders.  Unless 
otherwise set forth in the applicable Supplement, there will be no adjustment or change in the terms of such MLCDs in the event that 
exchange rates should become fixed, or in the event of any devaluation or revaluation or imposition of exchange or other regulatory controls 
or taxes, or in the event of the issuance of a replacement currency or in the event of any other development affecting the relevant 
currencies. 

 

You May Be Subject to Market Volatility and Risks Relating to Commodities  
  

If so specified in the applicable Supplement, the Investment Benchmark may be linked to one or more commodities, commodity indices or a 
commodity-based ETF.  If your Investment Benchmark is so linked, your MLCDs will be exposed to additional risks, including: 

Volatile Prices:  Commodity prices and prices of commodity-based ETFs are highly volatile and can be affected by political events, weather, 
labor activity, direct government intervention, such as embargos, and supply disruptions in global, regional or local economic activity.  
Commodity prices and the share prices of ETFs that invest in commodities are also subject to fluctuation based on speculation and market 
expectations.  In addition, certain foreign futures exchanges operate in a manner more closely analogous to the over-the-counter physical 
commodity markets than to the regulated futures markets, and certain features of U.S. futures markets are not present.  For example, there 
may not be any daily price limits which would otherwise restrict the extent of daily fluctuations in the prices of the respective contracts.  In a 
declining market, therefore, it is possible that prices would continue to decline without limitation within a trading day or over a period of 
trading days. 

Volatile Markets:  The commodity markets are subject to temporary distortions or other disruptions due to various factors, including a lack of 
liquidity in the markets, the participation of speculators and potential government regulation and intervention.  Suspensions or disruptions of 
market trading in the commodity markets and related futures may adversely affect the value of the applicable Investment Benchmark, the 
amount you will receive at maturity, the price at which you may sell your MLCDs prior to maturity or the Early Redemption Amount (if 
applicable).  In addition, U.S. futures exchanges and some international futures exchanges have regulations that limit the amount of 
fluctuation in futures contract prices that may occur during a single business day.  If minimum or maximum price limits are in place, once the 
limit price has been reached in a particular contract, no trades may be made at a different price.  Limit prices may have the effect of 
precluding trading in a particular contract or forcing the liquidation of contracts at disadvantageous times or prices. 
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Certain Rapidly Developing Countries Are Growing Users of Commodities:  The price of any commodity or commodities comprising or 
included within the Investment Benchmark can fluctuate widely due to supply and demand disruptions in major producing or consuming 
regions.  In particular, recent growth in industrial production and gross domestic product has made China, India and other rapidly developing 
countries substantial users of commodities and has increased the extent to which the price of commodities relates to the Chinese, Indian 
and certain other markets.  Political, economic and other developments that affect China, India and other developing countries may affect 
the value of the commodity or commodities comprising or included in the Investment Benchmark and, thus, the price that you may receive 
upon a sale of the MLCDs, the Early Redemption Amount and the amount you will receive at maturity.  When the commodity or commodities 
comprising or included in the Investment Benchmark are produced in a limited number of countries and are controlled by a small number of 
producers, political, economic and supply related events in such countries could have a disproportionate impact on the prices of such 
commodity or commodities.   

Regulation:  Unlike an investment in the MLCDs, an investment in a collective investment vehicle that invests in futures contracts on behalf 
of its participants may be regulated as a commodity pool and its operator may be required to be registered with and regulated by the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (the “CFTC”) as a “commodity pool operator” (a “CPO”).  Because the MLCDs are not interests in 
a commodity pool, the MLCDs will not be regulated by the CFTC as a commodity pool, and will not be registered with the CFTC as a CPO.  
You will not benefit from the CFTC’s or any non-U.S. regulatory authority’s regulatory protections afforded to persons who trade in futures 
contracts or who invest in regulated commodity pools.  The MLCDs do not constitute investments by you in futures contracts traded on 
regulated futures exchanges, which may be transacted only through a person registered with the CFTC as a “futures commission merchant” 
(“FCM”).  The Bank is not registered with the CFTC as an FCM and you will not benefit from the CFTC’s or any other non-U.S. regulatory 
authority’s regulatory protections afforded to persons who trade in futures contracts on a regulated futures exchange through a registered 
FCM. 

 

Limitations on Deposit Insurance  
  

The FDIC has taken the position that the amount of a “deposit” that is insured by the FDIC includes the principal amount of the deposit plus 
the ascertainable, accrued interest as of the date of the institution’s failure but does not include any “contingent” interest that is not 
ascertainable as of the date of the institution’s failure.  Based on this position, the Indexed Interest Amount (until such amount is 
contractually accrued on the books and records of the Bank), if any, and any secondary market premium paid by a depositor above the 
principal amount on the MLCDs will not be insured by the FDIC.  In the event FDIC insurance payments become necessary for the MLCDs, 
the FDIC is required to pay the principal of the MLCDs and any accrued but unpaid Periodic Interest Payment, as prescribed by law, and 
subject to the standard maximum insurance deposit amounts in effect.  The extent of, and limitations on, federal deposit insurance are 
discussed in this Disclosure Statement in the section entitled “Deposit Insurance.”  Except to the extent insured by the FDIC as described in 
this Disclosure Statement, the MLCDs are not otherwise insured by any governmental agency or instrumentality or any other person.  To the 
extent payments under the MLCDs are not insured by the FDIC, you will be dependent on the Bank’s assets and earnings to generate the 
funds necessary to meet our obligations with respect to the MLCDs, including the payment of principal and interest, if any.  You could lose 
that part of your deposit, if any, that is not covered by FDIC insurance. 

 

You Will Be Required to Accrue Income Due to Your Ownership of the MLCDs Before You Receive Payment of Any 
Indexed Interest Amount 
  

You will generally be required to accrue ordinary income from the MLCDs prior to the receipt of any cash payments, except for any Periodic 
Interest Payments that may be payable on the MLCDs.  All purchasers must recognize the tax consequences of a purchase of MLCDs.  See 
“United States Federal Income Tax Considerations” herein. 

 

Your Return Will Be Limited if Your MLCDs Are Callable at the Option of the Bank 
  

If your MLCDs are callable at the option of the Bank, as specified in the Supplement, and the Bank exercises its call option, you will only 
receive the applicable call price and you will not be entitled to receive the amount otherwise payable on the maturity date, including any 
Indexed Interest Amount.  If the Bank is able to call an MLCD, the price at which you may sell those MLCDs is likely to be affected.  Your 
potential sale price for the MLCDs in any secondary market will not rise substantially above the applicable call price because of the early call 
feature.  However, if such potential sale prices do rise above the call price, any such premium will not be paid by the Bank if it elects to call 
the MLCDs.  The Bank will exercise any call option, if at all, when it is most advantageous for the Bank to do so. 

 

Hedging and Trading Activity May Create Conflicts of Interest 
  

In connection with its normal business practices or in connection with hedging its obligations under the MLCDs, the Bank or any of its 
affiliates may buy or sell the Investment Benchmark or its components or similar instruments, or enter into derivative transactions relating to 
the Investment Benchmark or such components.  These hedging activities may be conducted with third parties, including entities also 
serving as Participating Brokers or their affiliates.  These trading activities may occur in proprietary accounts, in facilitating transactions for 
other clients or in accounts under our management.  These activities could affect the value of the Investment Benchmark or a component 
thereof in a way that would decrease the price at which you may sell your MLCDs prior to maturity, the Early Redemption Amount (if 
applicable) or the Indexed Interest Amount.  To the extent the Bank or any of its affiliates, or any Participating Broker or any of its affiliates, 
has a hedge position in the Investment Benchmark or a component thereof, or in a derivative or synthetic instrument related to the 
Investment Benchmark or a component thereof, it may liquidate a portion of such hedge position at any time, including at or about the time 
of the maturity date, any interim payment date or any applicable Early Redemption Date of the MLCDs.  This liquidation may affect the value 
of the Investment Benchmark, which could adversely affect the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) or the Indexed Interest Amount or 
the sales price of the MLCDs on the secondary market.  In addition, the Bank or any of its affiliates, and any Participating Broker or any of 
its affiliates, may purchase or otherwise acquire a long or short position in the MLCDs, and it may hold or resell any such position in the 
MLCDs. 
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The Bank Is the Calculation Agent, Which Could Result in a Conflict of Interest 
  

The Bank is acting as the Calculation Agent for the MLCDs.  As a result, potential conflicts of interest may exist between the Calculation 
Agent and you, since its duties as Calculation Agent, including with respect to certain determinations and judgments that the Calculation 
Agent must make in determining amounts due to you, may conflict with its interest as the issuer of the MLCDs.  While the Calculation Agent 
will act in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, there can be no assurance that the determinations made by the Calculation 
Agent during the term of the MLCDs will not affect the price of the MLCDs in any secondary market or the Early Redemption Amount. 

 

Conflicts of Interest Could Arise from Research Reports and Other Transactions, Such as Trading by Us or Our 
Affiliates 
  

The Bank or any of its affiliates may, at present or in the future, publish research reports on the Investment Benchmark or on any 
component of the Investment Benchmark.  This research may be modified from time to time without notice and may, at any time, express 
opinions or provide recommendations that are inconsistent with purchasing or holding the MLCDs.  Any of these activities may affect the 
value of the Investment Benchmark or of any component of the Investment Benchmark and, therefore, the price at which you may sell the 
MLCDs prior to maturity, the Early Redemption Amount (if applicable) and the amount payable at maturity. 

Further, the Bank or any of its affiliates may, at present or in the future, engage in business activities with the Investment Benchmark 
Sponsor, including the sponsor of any applicable index and any sponsor or investment advisor of an ETF or its underlying index or assets, 
or with the issuers of any of the securities represented by or included in the Investment Benchmark or an underlying index or assets, 
including making loans, making equity investments or providing investment banking, asset management or other advisory services to those 
companies, their affiliates or their competitors.  These activities and the resulting exercise of any rights, remedies or fiduciary obligations 
under related agreements may present a conflict of interest between the Bank and its affiliates and you.  In the course of these business 
activities, the Bank or any of its affiliates may acquire non-public information about the Investment Benchmark or any component of the 
Investment Benchmark, and the Bank and its affiliates are not obligated to disclose such information to you. 

 

Payments on the MLCDs are subject to the Bank’s Creditworthiness, and Changes in the Bank’s Credit Ratings Are 
Expected to Affect the Value of the MLCDs 
  

The MLCDs are the Bank’s certificates of deposit.  As a result, except as described under the caption “Deposit Insurance” herein, your 
receipt of the principal amount of your MLCDs and the Indexed Interest Amount are dependent upon the Bank’s ability to repay its 
obligations on the maturity date.  This will be the case even if the value of the Investment Benchmark increases after the issue date.  No 
assurance can be given as to what the Bank’s financial condition will be on the maturity date. 

In addition, the Bank’s credit ratings are an assessment by ratings agencies of its ability to pay its obligations.  Consequently, actual or 
anticipated changes in the Bank’s credit ratings prior to the maturity date of the MLCDs may affect your return.  However, because your 
return on the MLCDs depends upon factors in addition to the Bank’s ability to pay its obligations, such as changes in the Investment 
Benchmark, an improvement in the Bank’s credit ratings will not reduce the other investment risks related to the MLCDs. 

 

You May Face Reinvestment Risk if the MLCDs Are Paid Off Prior to Maturity 
  

If the MLCDs are paid off prior to maturity as a result of the Bank’s insolvency, exercise by the Bank of any right to call the MLCDs (if 
applicable) or early redemption of the MLCDs (if applicable), you may be unable to reinvest your funds at the same rate as your original 
deposit.  The Bank is not responsible to you for any losses you may incur as a result of a lower interest rate on an investment replacing your 
deposit. 
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General Description of the MLCDs 
 

Union Bank, N.A. 
  

The Bank is a national banking association organized under the laws of the United States.  The Bank’s principal executive off ices are 
located in San Francisco, California.  The Bank is a wholly-owned subsidiary of UnionBanCal Corporation and is a commercial bank 
providing a wide range of financial services to consumers, small businesses, middle-market companies and major corporations. 

In deciding whether to purchase any MLCDs, you must rely on your own examination of the Bank and the terms of the MLCDs, including the 
merits and risks involved.  The Bank files Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income (the “Call Reports”) with its primary federal 
regulator.  The Bank’s Call Reports are available at the FDIC’s website at http://www.fdic.gov or upon written request to the FDIC, Public 
Information Center, 3501 North Fairfax Drive, Arlington, VA  22226 or by calling the FDIC at (877) 275-3342. 

 

Payments on the MLCDs 
  

On the applicable maturity date of your MLCDs, the full deposit amount of an MLCD that you own (the “Deposit Amount”) will be returned to 
you, together with the applicable Indexed Interest Amount, if any.  The Indexed Interest Amount will be determined based on changes in the 
value of the Investment Benchmark. 

The Indexed Interest Amount may be calculated in a variety of different ways which could materially impact the return you receive at 
maturity.  The Investment Benchmark and the specific method of calculating the Indexed Interest Amount will be set forth in the applicable 
Supplement.  If so specified in the applicable Supplement, an MLCD may pay a minimum interest rate that is equal to a specified 
percentage of the Deposit Amount over the term of the MLCD (the “Minimum Indexed Interest Amount”). 

The MLCDs may make Periodic Interest Payments or may only pay the Indexed Interest Amount at maturity, as specified in the applicable 
Supplement.  Any payments of interest may be based on changes in the value of the applicable Investment Benchmark.  If the MLCDs do 
pay Periodic Interest Payments, then, on the maturity date (or other such dates as set forth in the applicable Supplement), you will receive 
the Deposit Amount, the final Periodic Interest Payment, plus any Indexed Interest Amount. 

The MLCDs are not automatically renewable and no interest will be earned prior to the original issue date (the date on which the MLCDs are 
sold to the public for cash consideration) or after the maturity date. 

 

Additions and Withdrawals 
  

No additions are permitted to any MLCD.  If so provided in the applicable Supplement, in the event of the death or adjudicated 
incompetence of the beneficial owner of an MLCD, early withdrawal of the full Deposit Amount of the MLCD will be permitted.  No partial 
withdrawals will be permitted.  In such event, written notice of such proposed withdrawal, together with appropriate documentation 
evidencing the death or adjudicated incompetence of the beneficial owner of the MLCD, must be provided to the broker from whom the 
MLCD was purchased and the Bank.  See “Survivor’s Option” below.  Unless provided for in the applicable Supplement, upon such 
withdrawal, only the Deposit Amount will be payable (together with any accrued and unpaid Periodic Interest Payments, if applicable, 
through the date of withdrawal) and no Indexed Interest Amount will be due. 

Pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, the beneficiary of an IRA (but not a Roth IRA) must begin making withdrawals 
from the IRA on the April 1

st
 following his or her attainment of age 70-1/2.  MLCDs held in an IRA are not eligible for early withdrawal simply 

because the beneficiary must begin making mandatory withdrawals from the IRA.  IRA beneficiaries should purchase the MLCDs with stated 
maturities that correspond to the mandatory withdrawal requirements or ensure that they have sufficient assets to meet the withdrawal 
requirements without an early redemption of the MLCD. 

 

Early Redemption and Early Redemption Penalty 
  

If so specified in the applicable Supplement, you will have a limited right to elect early redemption by the Bank of your MLCDs.  Prior to each 
date specified as an early redemption date in the applicable Supplement (an “Early Redemption Date”), you may request that an MLCD be 
redeemed in a principal amount that is at least $1,000 and integral multiples of $1,000, provided that the remaining principal amount of such 
MLCD is at least equal to the applicable minimum denomination.  The Calculation Agent will calculate the Early Redemption Amount that 
will be paid on the Early Redemption Date once it has been informed of the aggregate amount that all beneficial owners intend to redeem on 
the applicable Early Redemption Date. 

Procedures.  Ten Business Days (as defined below) prior to each Early Redemption Date, the Calculation Agent will calculate and deliver an 
indicative Early Redemption Amount, illustrating what the Early Redemption Amount would have been had such Early Redemption Date 
occurred on the date of such calculation, and will provide an explanation of the procedures for early redemption.  The indicative Early 
Redemption Amount is intended to provide you with preliminary information about what your MLCDs may be worth at the next Early 
Redemption Date.   You should be aware, however, that the Indicative Early Redemption Amount will not be binding on the Bank and may 
differ, perhaps significantly, from the actual Early Redemption Amount calculated with respect to the actual Early Redemption Date. 

You must exercise the option to redeem your MLCDs through DTC.  To make your election effective, you must make certain that your notice 
of election to redeem is delivered to the Bank through DTC prior to 12:00 noon in The City of New York at least two Business Days prior to 
the applicable Early Redemption Date.  You must instruct your Broker according to its applicable deadline for ensuring that timely notice will 
be delivered to the Bank through DTC, as deadlines vary by participant.  All early redemption requests (whether oral or written) by 
depositors are irrevocable. 

The Bank will make final payment of the Early Redemption Amount on the third Business Day after the applicable Early Redemption Date, 

http://www.fdic.gov/
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without accrual of any additional interest on the Early Redemption Amount. 

As used in this Disclosure Statement, and unless provided therein any Supplement, a “Business Day” is any day other than a Saturday, 
Sunday, legal holiday or day on which banking institutions are required or authorized by law or regulation to close in New York, New York or 
in Los Angeles, California. 

Early Redemption Penalty.  The Early Redemption Amount could be less than your Deposit Amount, resulting in a negative return on your 
investment, even if the value of the Investment Benchmark over the term of the MLCD has increased.  The Early Redemption Amount will 
be determined at the sole discretion of the Calculation Agent and will be computed differently than the payment on the MLCDs at maturity.  
The Calculation Agent will base the Early Redemption Amount on a number of factors, such as the value of and volatility of the market 
values of the underlying Investment Benchmark, and will factor in the costs or other fees that the Bank or its affiliates may need to incur to 
effect the early redemption, including any fees relating to the unwinding of any related hedge transaction.  Whether the Early Redemption 
Amount is greater than or less than the principal amount of your MLCDs, we refer to any amount by which the Early Redemption Amount is 
less than the amount that would be otherwise payable on the MLCDs at maturity as an Early Redemption Penalty.  As described in the 
section “Risk Factors – The Price at Which You May Sell the MLCDs Prior to Maturity May Be Substantially Less Than Your Deposit 
Amount,” you may lose a portion of your investment if you elect to redeem your MLCDs prior to maturity.  However, you will not be subject to 
the Early Redemption Penalty if you hold your MLCD until maturity. 

   

Survivor’s Option 
  

If so specified in the Supplement, withdrawals will be permitted prior to the maturity date only in the event of the death of the beneficial 
owner of an MLCD or upon the adjudication of incompetence of the beneficial owner of an MLCD.  In such event, provided that prior written 
notice of such proposed withdrawal has been given to your Broker as provided below, together with appropriate documentation to support 
that request, the Bank will permit withdrawal of all MLCDs held by the Affected Person (as defined below) (partial withdrawals will be 
permitted only as described below).  This right is called the “Survivor’s Option.”  An “Affected Person” is a person who has the right, 
immediately prior to his or her death or adjudication of incompetence, to receive the proceeds from the disposition of that MLCD, as well as 
the right to receive payment of the principal of the MLCD. 

Upon the valid election of the Survivor’s Option and the proper tender of the MLCD for repayment, the Bank will repay 100% of the principal 
amount of the Affected Person’s beneficial interest in the MLCD (or the portion of the MLCD to be withdrawn), plus, if Periodic Interest 
Payments are payable on the MLCDs as set forth in the applicable Supplement, any accrued and unpaid amount of the Periodic Interest 
Payment to, but excluding, the date of repayment.  However, the Bank will not pay any Indexed Interest Amount or Minimum Indexed 
Interest Amount if the Survivor’s Option is elected. 

Election of Survivor’s Option; Determination of Affected Person 

To be valid, the Survivor’s Option must be elected by or on behalf of the person who has authority to act on behalf of the Af fected Person 
under the laws of the applicable jurisdiction (including, without limitation, the personal representative of or the executor of the estate of the 
Affected Person, or the surviving joint owner with the Affected Person).  An otherwise valid election of the Survivor’s Option may not be 
withdrawn. 

The death or adjudication of incompetence of an Affected Person holding a beneficial ownership interest in an MLCD as a joint tenant or 
tenant by the entirety with another person, or as a tenant in common with that Affected Person’s spouse, will be deemed the death of a 
beneficial owner of that MLCD, and the entire principal amount of the MLCD held in this manner will be subject to repayment upon election 
of the Survivor’s Option.  However, the death or adjudication of incompetence of an Affected Person holding a beneficial ownership interest 
in an MLCD as tenant in common with a person other than that Affected Person’s spouse will be deemed the death of a beneficial owner 
only with respect to that Affected Person’s interest in the MLCD, and only the Affected Person’s percentage interest in the principal amount 
of the MLCD will be subject to repayment. 

The death of a person who was, during his or her lifetime, or the adjudication of incompetence of a person who is, entitled to substantially all 
of the beneficial ownership interests in an MLCD will be deemed the death or adjudication of incompetence of the beneficial owner of that 
MLCD for purposes of the Survivor’s Option, regardless of whether that beneficial owner was the registered holder of the MLCD, if the 
beneficial ownership interest can be established to the satisfaction of the Bank.  A beneficial ownership interest will be deemed to exist in 
typical cases of nominee ownership, ownership under the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act or Uniform Gifts to Minors Act, or community 
property or another joint ownership arrangement between a husband and wife.  In addition, the beneficial ownership interest in an MLCD will 
be deemed to exist in custodial and trust arrangements where one person has all of the beneficial ownership interest in that MLCD during 
his or her lifetime. 

Survivor’s Option Payment Dates 

MLCDs accepted for repayment through the election of the Survivor’s Option normally will be repaid on the first Survivor’s Option Payment 
Date that occurs 20 or more calendar days after the date of the acceptance.  Survivor’s Option Payment Dates occur beginning on the date 
set forth in the applicable Supplement, and each one month anniversary thereof, until the maturity date of the MLCDs. 

Required Documentation; Determination Final; Disbursements 

To elect the Survivor’s Option, the Affected Person’s authorized representative must provide the following items, as applicable, to the 
Broker: 

 appropriate evidence satisfactory to the Bank that: 

 the Affected Person was the beneficial owner of the MLCD at the time of death or adjudication of incompetence; and 

 the representative has authority to act on behalf of the Affected Person; 

 a certified copy of the death certificate, or such other evidence satisfactory to the Bank that the death or adjudication of incompetence of 
the Affected Person has occurred and the date of such determination; 
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 if the beneficial interest in the MLCD is held by a nominee of the Affected Person, a certificate satisfactory to the Bank from the nominee 
attesting to the Affected Person’s ownership of that MLCD; 

 a written request for repayment signed by the authorized representative of the Affected Person with the signature guaranteed by a 
member firm of a registered national securities exchange or of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. or a commercial bank or 
trust company having an office or correspondent in the United States; 

 if applicable, a properly executed assignment or endorsement; 

 any other instruments or documents that the Bank reasonably requires in order to establish the validity of the beneficial ownership of the 
MLCD and the claimant’s entitlement to payment; and 

 any additional information the Bank requires to evidence satisfaction of any conditions to the election of the Survivor’s Option or to 
document beneficial ownership or authority to make the election and to cause the repayment of the MLCD. 

The Bank will enable DTC, as depositary of the master certificate representing the MLCDs, to withdraw your MLCDs under the Survivor’s 
Option.  Forms for the election of the Survivor’s Option may be obtained upon request from the Broker.  All questions regarding the eligibility 
or validity of any election of the Survivor’s Option will be determined by the Bank, in its sole discretion, which determination will be final and 
binding on all parties. 

The applicable Broker will be responsible for disbursing payments received from the Bank to the authorized representative. 

 

Information with Respect to the Investment Benchmark  
  

The Supplement will provide limited information regarding the applicable Investment Benchmark and Investment Benchmark Sponsor, 
including any applicable indices and their sponsors, or, if applicable, any ETFs and their sponsors or investment advisors.  This information 
will be derived from publicly available information.  Before purchasing an MLCD, you should independently review the reports and other 
information which have been filed with the SEC, posted on a website or otherwise made available by the sponsors of the Investment 
Benchmark (the “Investment Benchmark Sponsors”).  Not all Investment Benchmarks, or their components, will have reports or information 
filed with the SEC.  You should consider carefully the availability of information regarding the Investment Benchmark and Investment 
Benchmark Sponsor or Investment Benchmark Sponsors before purchasing an MLCD.  Depositors are hereby informed that any such 
reports and other information publicly available to which depositors are referred or to which depositors may reference are not and will not be 
“incorporated by reference” herein or in any Supplement.  None of the Bank, any Offering Broker, or any of the Bank’s affiliates makes any 
representations as to the information provided as to any Investment Benchmark.  In addition, none of the Bank, any Offering Broker or any 
of the Bank’s affiliates will take any action as to any Investment Benchmark for the benefit of holders of the MLCDs, such as reviewing the 
financial condition or affairs of the Investment Benchmark Sponsors, or of an Investment Benchmark which is an ETF, during the term of the 
MLCDs, or reviewing the calculation methodology, publication procedures or any other aspect of the Investment Benchmark Sponsors’ 
actions with respect to any Investment Benchmarks.  None of the Bank, the Offering Brokers or any of the Bank’s affiliates will have any 
obligation to advise any depositor or potential depositor in the MLCDs of any information coming to their attention as to any Investment 
Benchmark, except as required by law and except as provided herein or in the applicable Supplement.  

 

Market Disruption Events 

Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Supplement, if a Market Disruption Event (as defined below) occurs with respect to an 
Investment Benchmark or its components (including any index or assets underlying an ETF) on a date on which the value thereof would 
otherwise be scheduled to be determined for purposes of the MLCDs (any such date an “Observation Date”), then the Observation Date for 
such Investment Benchmark shall be the first succeeding Scheduled Trading Day (as defined below) on which there is no Market Disruption 
Event.  If the Observation Date has not occurred as of the fifth Scheduled Trading Day immediately following the original date that, but for 
the occurrence of the Market Disruption Event, would have been the Observation Date, then that fifth Scheduled Trading Day shall be the 
Observation Date.  The Calculation Agent shall determine on that fifth Scheduled Trading Day the value of the Investment Benchmark in 
accordance with the formula for and method of calculating the relevant Investment Benchmark, or component thereof, last in effect prior to 
the commencement of the Market Disruption Event using the value that it determines would have prevailed but for that suspension or 
limitation of each relevant asset included in the Investment Benchmark (or if trading in a relevant security, futures contract or other financial 
instrument or measure has been materially suspended or materially limited, the Calculation Agent’s good faith estimate of the price of such 
security, futures contract or other financial instrument or measure) on that Scheduled Trading Day.  If (i) the applicable MLCDs have only a 
single Observation Date or Observation Dates occurring at the end of the term of the MLCDs or (ii) a Market Disruption Event occurs on the 
final Observation Date or Observation Dates for a series of MLCDs that have multiple Observation Dates and such Observation Date or 
Observation Dates are postponed due to a Market Disruption Event, the maturity date for the MLCDs will be postponed by the same number 
of days.  No interest or other sum shall accrue to the depositors in the event that a payment is postponed due to a Market Disruption Event. 

“Market Disruption Event” means, with respect to an Investment Benchmark or any component thereof, the occurrence or existence of any 
of the following conditions which the Calculation Agent determines is material:  (i) any suspension of or limitation imposed on trading by a 
Relevant Exchange (as defined below) or otherwise and whether by reason of movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the 
Relevant Exchange or any Related Exchanges (as defined below) or otherwise (a) relating to the Investment Benchmark or its components 
or (b) in any futures or options contracts relating to the Investment Benchmark or any of its components, as the case may be, on any 
relevant Related Exchange; (ii) any event (other than an Early Closure (as defined below)) that disrupts or impairs (as determined by the 
Calculation Agent) the ability of market participants in general to (A) effect transactions in, or obtain values for, the Investment Benchmark 
or its components or any related index or (B) to effect transactions in, or obtain values for, futures or options contracts relating to such 
Investment Benchmark or its components or any related index on any relevant exchange which the Calculation Agent determines is 
material, at any time during the one-hour period immediately preceding the close of trading on any exchange on which the Investment 
Benchmark or its components or any related index are traded or in the over the counter market where the relevant assets are traded, or (iii) 
an Early Closure.   

“Early Closure” means the closure on any Scheduled Trading Day of any Relevant Exchange relating to the Investment Benchmark or its 
components prior to its scheduled closing time, unless such earlier closing time is announced by such exchange at least one hour prior to 
the actual closing time for the regular trading session on such exchange on such Scheduled Trading Day. 
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“Relevant Exchange” means with respect to any Investment Benchmark, the primary exchange for such Investment Benchmark or the 
primary exchanges for each security, futures contract, or other financial instrument or measure which is a component of such Investment 
Benchmark, as the case may be. 

“Related Exchange” means with respect to any Investment Benchmark or its components, the exchanges or quotation systems, if any, on 
which options or futures contracts on the relevant Investment Benchmark or its components, as the case may be, are traded or quoted, and 
as may be selected from time to time by the Calculation Agent. 

“Scheduled Closing Time” means, with respect to any Relevant Exchange or Related Exchange and a Scheduled Trading Day, the 
scheduled weekday closing time of such Relevant Exchange or Related Exchange, as the case may be, on such Scheduled Trading Day, 
without regard to after hours or any other trading outside of the regular trading session hours. 

“Scheduled Trading Day” means any day on which all of the Relevant Exchanges and Related Exchanges are scheduled to be open for 
trading for the Investment Benchmark and each security, futures contract, or other financial instrument or measure then included in the 
applicable Investment Benchmark. 

 

Discontinuance or Modification of an Investment Benchmark Other Than an ETF  
  

If at any time any Investment Benchmark other than an ETF is (i) no longer calculated and announced by the Investment Benchmark 
Sponsor, but is calculated and announced by a successor sponsor acceptable to the Calculation Agent, or (ii) replaced by a successor index 
using, in the determination of the Calculation Agent, the same or a substantially similar formula for and method of calculation as used in the 
calculation of the Investment Benchmark, then in each case that index (the “Successor Investment Benchmark”) will be deemed to be the 
Investment Benchmark. 

If (i) on or prior to the maturity date, the Investment Benchmark Sponsor announces that it will make a material change in the formula for or 
the method of calculating the Investment Benchmark (other than an ETF) or in any other way materially modifies the Investment Benchmark 
(other than a modification prescribed in that formula or method to maintain the Investment Benchmark in the event of changes in constituent 
securities or other assets and capitalization and other routine events) (an “Investment Benchmark Modification”) or permanently cancels the 
Investment Benchmark and no Successor Investment Benchmark exists (an “Investment Benchmark Cancellation”) or (ii) on any day which 
is an Observation Date or any Early Redemption Date, the Investment Benchmark Sponsor fails to calculate and announce the Investment 
Benchmark (an “Investment Benchmark Disruption” and together with an Investment Benchmark Modification and an Investment 
Benchmark Cancellation, each an “Investment Benchmark Adjustment Event”), then the Calculation Agent shall determine if such 
Investment Benchmark Adjustment Event has a material effect on the MLCDs and, if so, shall calculate the Indexed Interest Amount or 
Early Redemption Amount for such date using, in lieu of a published value for the Investment Benchmark, the formula for and method of 
calculating the Investment Benchmark last in effect prior to the change, failure or cancellation, but using only those component securities, 
futures contracts or other instruments or financial measures that comprised the Investment Benchmark immediately prior to that Investment 
Benchmark Adjustment Event. 

If at any time any Investment Benchmark is replaced by a Successor Investment Benchmark or the Calculation Agent must calculate the 
value of the Investment Benchmark upon the occurrence of an Investment Benchmark Adjustment Event as described in the preceding 
paragraph, the Calculation Agent will notify the Bank, and the Bank will provide notice to the holders of the MLCDs.  Such notification will be 
provided in accordance with the standard procedures of DTC. 

Notwithstanding these alternative arrangements, discontinuance of the publication or modification of any Investment Benchmark to which 
the Indexed Interest Amount of a series of MLCDs is linked may adversely affect the prices at which you may sell them prior to maturity, the 
Early Redemption Amount or the amounts payable on the MLCDs at maturity. 

 

Anti-dilution Adjustments and Liquidation Events Relating to an ETF; Alternate Calculation 
 

The Calculation Agent, in its sole discretion, may adjust the price of an ETF or other applicable terms of an MLCD as a result of the 
occurrence of certain events related to an ETF or any successor fund, as applicable, which occur during the term of any MLCDs linked 
to such ETF, such as share splits and reverse share splits, share dividends, extraordinary dividends and certain other distributions, and 
reorganization events.  In addition, if an ETF is de-listed, liquidated or otherwise terminated, the Calculation Agent, in its sole discretion, 
may determine the fund closing price for such STF by reference to a comparable successor or substitute ETF.  Such events, and the 
adjustments that will result, will be described in greater detail in the applicable Supplement for an ETF-linked MLCD. 

 

Minimum Denominations 
  

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable Supplement, the MLCDs will be available in denominations of $1,000 and integral multiples of 
$1,000 in excess thereof.  In addition, each Offering Broker may independently require that a minimum principal amount that is greater than 
$1,000 be purchased in a single transaction. 

 

The Calculation Agent 
  

The Calculation Agent will be the Bank.  All determinations made by the Calculation Agent will be in its sole discretion and will, in the 
absence of manifest error, be conclusive for all purposes and be binding on the Bank and the depositors.  The Calculation Agent will carry 
out its duties and functions in good faith and using its reasonable judgment.  The Calculation Agent will not be liable for any loss, liability, 
cost, claim, action, demand or expense (including, without limitation, all costs, charges and expenses paid or incurred in disputing or 
defending any of the foregoing) arising out of or in relation to or in connection with its appointment or the exercise of its functions, except 
such as may result from its own willful default or gross negligence or that of its officers or agents.  Nothing shall prevent the Calculation 
Agent or its affiliates from dealing in the MLCDs or from entering into any related transactions, including any swap or hedging transactions, 
with the Bank or any depositors in respect of MLCDs.  The Bank may resign as Calculation Agent at any time upon written notice, and the 
Bank may engage a successor Calculation Agent at any time.  Neither the resignation nor removal of the Calculation Agent will take effect 
until a successor Calculation Agent has been appointed. 
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Fees and Hedging 
 

The MLCDs will be distributed through Offering Brokers and intermediary brokers (together, “Participating Brokers”), which may include 
UBIS, a subsidiary of the Bank.  One or more Participating Brokers will receive a placement fee from the Bank in an amount specified in the 
applicable Supplement in connection with your purchase of an MLCD.  This placement fee may be retained by the Participating Broker, or 
applied by it to the payment of selling concessions or placement fees to other Participating Brokers.  The issue price of the MLCDs includes, 
in addition to the placement fee to be paid to the Participating Brokers, compensation recognized by the Bank associated with 
administrative, operational and other program costs, including costs to hedge the Bank’s obligations under the MLCD (“Issuer Program 
Costs”).  Unless otherwise specified in the applicable Supplement, such placement fee and Issuer Program Costs together will be between 
2.25% to 7.00% of the principal amount of each MLCD that you purchase. The amount of any placement fee and the Issuer Program Costs 
will affect the calculation of any Early Redemption Amount and secondary market prices (if available).  You should refer to the section “Risk 
Factors – Secondary Prices May be Affected by Fees and Hedging Costs” for more information. 

In connection with hedging our obligations under the MLCDs, the Bank or any of its affiliates may buy or sell the Investment Benchmark or 
the components of the Investment Benchmark or similar instruments, or enter into derivative transactions relating to Investment Benchmark 
or such components.  These hedging activities may be conducted with third parties, including entities also serving as Participating Brokers 
or their affiliates.  These trading activities may occur in our proprietary accounts, in facilitating transactions for other clients and in accounts 
under our management.  The Bank’s costs related to these hedging activities will also include any projected profit that a third party hedging 
counterparty expects to make related to the inherent risks in hedging the Bank’s obligations under the MLCDs.  You should refer to the 
section “Risk Factors – Hedging and Trading Activity May Create Conflicts of Interest” for more information. 

Purchasing an MLCD 
 

MLCDs may only be purchased through an Offering Broker, and a depositor must deliver to that Offering Broker an amount equal to at least 
the minimum denomination required by the relevant Supplement. 

No MLCD account will be established by the Bank or the Offering Broker until the later of (i) the Bank’s receipt of the proceeds thereof from 
an Offering Broker or investor and (ii) the settlement of an MLCD through the facilities of DTC (the “Closing Time”) on the issue date.  
Furthermore, the Bank has the right, exercisable in its own discretion at or prior to the Closing Time, to reject any such proceeds, without 
regard to its earlier receipt thereof.  Any such rejection of funds after receipt thereof on the issue date may result from a determination made 
solely by the Bank in good faith that market conditions as of the issue date would render issuance of the relevant MLCD uneconomic to the 
Bank on the terms set forth in the relevant Supplement.  Any such funds returned by the Bank upon rejection will be returned without the 
accrual of any interest. 

Evidence of the Deposits 
 

The MLCDs will be evidenced by one or more master certificates issued by the Bank, each representing a number of individual MLCDs.  
These master certificates will be held by or on behalf of DTC, which is engaged in the business of performing such custodial services.  The 
Offering Broker through which you purchased your MLCDs, acting as your nominee, authorized representative, agent or custodian, will 
maintain records evidencing your ownership of the MLCD that you purchased, and will provide you with a confirmation (a “Confirmation”) 
and periodic account statements (each an “Account Statement”) reflecting such purchase, which should be retained for your records.  No 
evidence of ownership, such as a passbook or a certificate, will be provided to you.  The Confirmation will state the original principal amount 
of your MLCDs, from which you can determine how much premium, if any, you paid for the MLCD.  The actual value of your MLCDs may be 
difficult to accurately determine at any time during the term of the MLCD.  Such value indicated on your Account Statement may be less 
than the original principal amount of your MLCDs and less than the Early Redemption Amount, if applicable, available to you upon an early 
redemption. 

Because you will not be provided with a certificate evidencing your MLCDs, the purchase of an MLCD is not recommended for persons who 
wish to take physical possession of a certificate.  Each MLCD constitutes a direct deposit obligation of the Bank and is not, either directly or 
indirectly, an obligation of any Broker or other person or entity. 

Payments on the MLCDs will be remitted by the Bank to DTC when due.  Upon receipt in full of such amounts by DTC, the Bank will be 
discharged from any further obligation with regard to such payments.  Such payments will be credited through DTC’s procedures to 
participant firms and thereafter will be remitted to the Offering Broker through whom you purchased your MLCDs, so long as such Offering 
Broker acts as your nominee, authorized representative, agent or custodian, and credited to your account with such Offering Broker. 
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Deposit Insurance 
 

Generally, the principal amount of your MLCDs and any accrued and unpaid Periodic Interest Payments are protected by federal deposit 
insurance issued by the FDIC up to the standard maximum deposit insurance amount (the “FDIC Limit”) in effect.  As a result of the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, enacted in July 2010, the FDIC Limit is $250,000 (including principal and interest) 
for all deposits held by you at the Bank in the same ownership capacity.  Any accounts or deposits you maintain directly with the Bank or 
through any other intermediary in the same ownership capacity as you maintain your MLCDs would be aggregated with the MLCDs for 
purposes of the FDIC Limit.  Accordingly, the Bank suggests that depositors keep records of their accounts and deposits in the event the 
FDIC needs to look beyond a custodian’s or the Bank’s records to establish ownership.  In the event the Bank fails, the princ ipal amount of 
your MLCDs and any contractually accrued and unpaid Periodic Interest Payments are insured by the FDIC, up to the FDIC Limit, if you 
have no other deposits with the Bank in the same capacity.  The FDIC takes the position that payments such as the Indexed Interest 
Amount (until such amount is contractually accrued on the books and records of the Bank), if any, and any secondary market premium paid 
by a depositor above the principal amount on the MLCDs are not eligible for deposit insurance from the FDIC.  In the event that FDIC 
insurance payments become necessary for insured deposits at the Bank, including the MLCDs, the FDIC will pay depositors only the 
amount the depositor is entitled to withdraw at the date deposit insurance is required (that is, as of the date the institution is placed into 
receivership by the FDIC), which, until maturity of the MLCDs, is only the principal amount of the MLCDs and, if applicable, any accrued and 
unpaid Periodic Interest Payments, subject to the FDIC Limit, and you may incur a loss of (a) the Indexed Interest Amount, if any, (b) any 
premium paid in the secondary market, as described below, and (c) any amount by which your aggregate deposits with the Bank in the 
same ownership capacity, including the MLCDs, exceed the FDIC Limit. 

You are responsible for monitoring the total amount of all your deposits (including MLCDs, certificates of deposit, savings accounts, money 
market deposit accounts, etc.) that you hold in the Bank in order for you to determine the extent of insurance coverage available to you on 
your deposits, including the MLCDs.  The Brokers are not responsible for any insured or uninsured portion of the MLCDs or any other 
deposits. 

If your MLCDs or other deposits at the Bank are assumed by another depository institution pursuant to a merger or consolidation, such 
MLCDs or other deposits will continue to be separately insured from the deposits that you might have established with the acquirer until 
(i) the maturity date after the expiration of a six-month period from the date of the acquisition or (ii) the expiration of a six-month period from 
the date of the acquisition if the maturity date is prior to the expiration of such six-month time period.  Thereafter, any assumed deposits will 
be aggregated with your existing deposits with the acquirer held in the same ownership capacity for purposes of federal deposit insurance.  
Any deposit opened at the acquired institution after the acquisition will be aggregated with deposits held in the same ownership capacity 
established with the acquirer for purposes of federal deposit insurance coverage.   

In the event that an MLCD is purchased in the secondary market at a premium over the principal amount, that premium would not be 
insured.  Therefore, if insurance payments become necessary for the Bank, the beneficial owner of the MLCD would incur an additional loss 
of up to the amount of the premium paid for the MLCD. 

 

General 
  

The following is a description of the application of the FDIC Limit per depository institution in certain common factual situations.  Deposit 
insurance coverage is a very complicated issue and is affected by a number of factors that depend upon your specific factual situation.  If 
you have questions about the deposit insurance coverage in your specific factual situation, you should consult with your legal advisor or a 
representative of the FDIC.  The following description is provided for general reference purposes only and may not apply to your specific 
factual situation. 

Individual Customer Accounts:  Funds owned by an individual and held in an account in the name of an agent or nominee of such individual 
(such as the MLCDs held in an account at a broker) are not treated as owned by the agent or nominee, but are added to other deposits of 
such individual held in the same ownership capacity and are insured up to $250,000 in the aggregate.   

Custodial Accounts:  Funds in accounts held by a custodian (for example, under the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act) are not treated as owned 
by the custodian, but are added to other deposits of the minor or other beneficiary held in the same ownership capacity and are insured up 
to $250,000 in the aggregate. 

Joint Accounts:  The interests of co-owners in funds in an account held under any form of joint ownership valid under applicable state law 
may be insured up to $250,000, in the aggregate, separately and in addition to the FDIC Limit of $250,000 allowed on other deposits 
individually owned by any of the co-owners of such account (hereinafter referred to as a “Joint Account”).  Joint Accounts will be insured 
separately from such individually owned accounts, only if each of the co-owners is an individual person, signs a signature card and has a 
right of withdrawal on the same basis as the other co-owners.  An individual’s interests in all Joint Accounts are added together and insured 
up to $250,000.  In the event of death of one of two co-owners of a Joint Account, all the funds would be treated as individually held by the 
surviving co-owner simultaneously with the first co-owner’s death and would, therefore, be aggregated with all other individually owned 
deposits of such survivor for insurance purposes.   

Corporate, Partnership and Unincorporated Association Accounts:  Funds in accounts owned by corporations (including Subchapter S 
corporations, partnerships and unincorporated associations), operated for a purpose other than to increase deposit insurance, are added 
together with other deposits owned by such corporation, partnership and unincorporated association, respectively, and are insured up to 
$250,000 in the aggregate. 

Revocable Trust Accounts:   

General Rule:  Funds in an account for a revocable trust (as determined under applicable state law) will be aggregated with other funds of 
the grantor of the trust held in an individual capacity at the Bank and will be insured up to $250,000.   

Special Rule:  Funds owned by an individual and deposited into a deposit account with respect to which the owner evidences an intention 
that upon his or her death the funds will belong to one or more named beneficiaries are insured up to $250,000 for each such named 
beneficiary, up to five beneficiaries only, separately from any other deposit accounts of the owner or any beneficiary. For revocable trust 
accounts with more than five beneficiaries and more than $1,250,000, the maximum coverage will be the greater of $1,250,000 or the 
aggregate amount of the ownership interests of each beneficiary named in the trust, up to the limit of $250,000 per different beneficiary.  
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The title of the account must include commonly accepted terms such as “in trust for,” “as trustee for” or “payable-on-death to,” and for 
informal revocable trusts commonly referred to as payable-on-death accounts, in-trust-for-accounts or Totten Trust accounts, the 
beneficiaries must be specifically named in the deposit account records of the insured depository institution.  Additionally, a beneficiary must 
be a person, charity or another non-profit organization (as recognized by the Internal Revenue Service).  A revocable trust account 
established by persons (such as a husband and wife) that names the persons as the sole beneficiaries will be treated as a joint account and 
insured as described above under “Joint Accounts.” 

Irrevocable Trust Accounts:  Funds in an account for an irrevocable trust (as determined under applicable state law) will be insured for up to 
$250,000 for the interest of each beneficiary, provided that the beneficiary’s interest in the account is non-contingent (i.e., capable of 
determination without evaluation of contingencies).  The deposit insurance of each beneficiary’s interest is separate from the coverage 
provided for other accounts maintained by the beneficiary, the grantor, the trustee or other beneficiaries.  The interest of a beneficiary in 
irrevocable trust accounts at the Bank created by the same grantor will be aggregated and insured up to $250,000.   Irrevocable trusts that 
spring from a revocable trust upon the death of the revocable trust owner are insured subject to the limits set forth under the revocable trust 
rules.  

Retirement Plans and Accounts—Generally:  A depositor may have interests in various retirement plans and accounts that are holding the 
MLCDs of the Bank.  The amount of deposit insurance you will be entitled to will vary depending on the type of plan or account and on 
whether MLCDs held by the plan or account will be treated separately or aggregated with the MLCDs of the Bank held by other plans or 
accounts.  It is therefore important to understand the type of plan or account holding the MLCDs.   

The Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 and regulations adopted by the FDIC to implement this law have made changes to the 
deposit insurance coverage of deposits held in retirement plans and accounts.  The following sections entitled “Individual Retirement 
Accounts”, “Pass-Through Deposit Insurance for Employee Benefit Plan Deposits” and “Aggregation of Retirement Plan and Account 
Deposits” generally discuss the rules that apply to deposits of retirement plans and accounts. 

Individual Retirement Accounts:  MLCDs held in an individual retirement account (IRA) at the Bank are separately insured from other 
accounts of the depositor up to $250,000.  However, MLCDs of the Bank held in an IRA are aggregated with MLCDs of the Bank held by 
certain employee benefit plans in which the owner of the IRA has an interest (See “Aggregation of Retirement Plan and Account Deposits.”) 
Thus, the owner of an IRA will only be entitled to insurance of $250,000 for MLCDs of the Bank held in plans and accounts that are subject 
to aggregation.   

Pass-Through Deposit Insurance for Employee Benefit Plan Deposits:  Subject to the limitations discussed below, under FDIC regulations, 
an individual’s non-contingent interest of up to $250,000 in the deposits of the Bank held by various types of plans are eligible for insurance 
on a “pass-through” basis.  This means that, instead of an employee benefit plan’s deposits at the Bank being entitled to only $250,000 of 
insurance in total per institution, each participant in the employee benefit plan is entitled to insurance of his or her interest in the employee 
benefit plan’s deposits of up to $250,000 (subject to the aggregation of the participant’s interests in different plans, as d iscussed below).  
The pass-through insurance provided to an individual as an employee benefit plan participant is in addition to the FDIC Limit per depository 
institution allowed on other deposits held by the individual in the Bank. 

A deposit held by an employee benefit plan that is eligible for pass-through insurance is not insured for an amount equal to the number of 
plan participants multiplied by $250,000.  For example, an employee benefit plan owns $300,000 in MLCDs at the Bank.  The employee 
benefit plan has two participants, one with a vested non-contingent interest of $270,000 and one with a vested non-contingent interest of 
$30,000.  In this case, the employee benefit plan’s deposit would be insured up to only $280,000; the individual with the $270,000 interest 
would be insured up to the $250,000 limit and the individual with the $30,000 interest would be insured up to the full amount of such interest. 

The contingent interests of employees in an employee benefit plan and overfunded amounts attributed to any employee defined benefit plan 
are not insured on a pass-through basis.  Contingent interests of an employee in an employee benefit plan deposit which are not capable of 
evaluation in accordance with FDIC rules will be aggregated with the contingent interests of other participants and insured up to the FDIC 
Limit of $250,000.  Similarly, overfunded amounts are insured, in the aggregate for all participants, up to the FDIC Limit, separately from the 
insurance provided for any other funds owned by or attributable to the employer or an employee benefit plan participant. 

Under federal law, whether an employee benefit plan deposit is entitled to pass-through deposit insurance coverage is based, in part, on (i) 
the type of employee benefit plan involved and (ii) the capital status of the insured institution at the time each deposit is made.  These 
factors are discussed in detail below. 

Types of Employee Benefits Plans:  The types of plans for which deposits may receive “pass-through” treatment are employee benefit 
plans, as defined in Section 3(3) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”), including “Keogh Plans” 
of owner-employees described in Section 401(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, whether or not they are technically 
“employee benefit plans” under ERISA (“ERISA Plans”) and deferred compensation plans for certain employees of state or local 
governments or tax-exempt organizations (“Section 457 plans.”) (Collectively, ERISA Plans and Section 457 Plans are referred to herein as 
“Plans.”)  Plans eligible for pass-through treatment include a tax-qualified pension, profit-sharing or stock bonus plan, a governmental plan 
or a church plan. 

Aggregation of Retirement Plan and Account Deposits:  Under FDIC regulations, an individual’s interests in Plans maintained by the same 
employer or employee organization (e.g., a union) which are holding deposits at the Bank will be insured for $250,000 in the aggregate.  In 
addition, under FDIC regulations, an individual’s interest in the deposits of the Bank held by (i) IRAs, (ii) Section 457 Plans, (iii) self-directed 
Keogh Plans and (iv) self-directed defined contribution plans, that are acquired by these plans and accounts on or after December 19, 1993, 
will be insured for $250,000 in the aggregate, whether or not maintained by the same employer or employee organization.  Deposits 
acquired by these plans and accounts before December 19, 1993 will not be subject to aggregation. 

FDIC regulations governing the availability of federal deposit insurance and interpretations thereof are subject to change from time to time.   

If you have questions about the extent to which your MLCDs will be insured, please contact your financial and legal advisors.  You may also 
contact the FDIC directly at the following address:  FDIC, Office of Consumer Affairs, 550 17th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20489.  
Certain information regarding federal deposit insurance can also be obtained from the FDIC’s web site at http://www.fdic.gov. 

Payments Under Adverse Circumstances 
  

As with all deposits, if it becomes necessary for federal deposit insurance payments to be made on the MLCDs, there is no specific time 
period during which the FDIC must make available such insurance payments.  Accordingly, you should be prepared for the possibility of an 
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indeterminate delay in obtaining insurance payments.  In addition, you may be required to provide certain documentation to the FDIC before 
insurance payouts are released to you.  For example, if you hold MLCDs as trustee for the benefit of trust participants, you may be required 
to furnish an affidavit to that effect; you may be required to furnish other affidavits and indemnities regarding the payout.  Further, if an 
issuing depository institution such as the Bank fails, its insured deposits may be transferred, subject to applicable insurance verification and 
limitations on federal deposit insurance, to another depository institution or redeemed without penalty prior to maturity. 

The records regarding ownership of the MLCDs that are maintained by the issuing depository institutions and by any broker holding MLCDs 
on your behalf would be used to establish your eligibility for federal deposit insurance payments. 

In the event that deposit insurance payments become necessary for your MLCDs, the FDIC is required to pay the original principal amount 
and any accrued but unpaid Periodic Interest Payments subject to the FDIC Limit.  No interest is earned on deposits from the time a 
depository institution is closed until insurance payments are received. 

The Broker will not be obligated to you for amounts not covered by deposit insurance nor will such Broker be obligated to make any 
payments to you in satisfaction of a loss you might incur as a result of (i) a delay in insurance payouts applicable to your MLCDs, or (ii) 
payment in cash of the principal of your MLCDs prior to the maturity date in connection with the liquidation of the Bank or the assumption of 
all or a portion of its deposit liabilities.  In connection with the latter, please note that the amount of a payment on an MLCD which had been 
purchased at a premium in the secondary market is based on the original principal amount and not on any premium amount.  Your 
Confirmation will state the original principal amount of your MLCDs.  In the event of a liquidation, the payment received will not include the 
value of any premium paid.  Therefore, you can lose up to the full amount of the premium as a result of such a payment.  You should factor 
these possible delays and types of resolutions into your financial planning. 
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United States Federal Income Tax Considerations 
 

To ensure compliance with Treasury Department Circular 230, you are hereby notified that (a) any discussion of United States 
federal tax issues in this disclosure supplement is not intended or written to be relied upon, and cannot be relied upon by you for 
the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on you under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the 
“Code”), (b) this discussion is included herein by the Bank in connection with the promotion or marketing (within the meaning of 
Circular 230) by the Bank, UBIS and the Broker of the transactions or matters addressed in this Disclosure Statement, and (c) you 
should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

* * * 

The following is a summary of the material United States federal income tax consequences of the purchase, ownership and disposition of 
the MLCDs.  The following summary is based upon laws, regulations, rulings and judicial decisions now in effect, all of which are subject to 
change (possibly with retroactive effect) or possible differing interpretations.  The discussion below deals only with MLCDs held as capital 
assets by a holder who purchases the MLCDs on the Issue Date for an amount equal to the original principal amount. 

This summary does not address persons in special tax situations or persons subject to special tax rules, such as partnerships, subchapter S 
corporations, or other pass-through entities, financial institutions, insurance companies, regulated investment companies, dealers in 
securities or currencies, traders in securities that elect to use the mark-to-market method of accounting for their securities, tax-exempt 
entities, persons holding MLCDs in a tax-exempt, tax-deferred or tax-advantaged account, or persons holding MLCDs as part of a hedging, 
integrated, constructive sale or conversion transaction or a straddle.  This summary does not address U.S. Holders (as defined below) of 
MLCDs whose “functional currency” is not the U.S. dollar or holders who hold the MLCDs as part of a retirement plan which is generally 
subject to special income tax deferral or exemption rules.  Further, it does not address alternative minimum tax consequences, if any, or any 
state, local or foreign tax consequences. 

Prospective purchasers of the MLCDs are urged to consult their own tax advisors concerning the application of the United States federal 
income tax laws to their particular situations as well as the consequences, if any, of the purchase, ownership and disposition of the MLCDs 
arising under the laws of any other taxing jurisdiction. 

 

General 
  

In the absence of any change or clarification in the law, by regulation or otherwise, requiring a different characterization of the MLCDs, the 
Bank currently intends to treat each MLCD as a debt instrument of the Bank for United States federal income tax purposes and the following 
discussion assumes that this characterization will be respected.  Where required, the Bank intends to file information returns with the 
Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) in accordance with such treatment.  The IRS or the courts are not bound by the Bank’s characterization of 
the MLCDs as indebtedness.  If the MLCDs are not in fact properly treated as debt instruments of the Bank for United States federal income 
tax purposes, the timing and character of income, gain or loss recognized in respect of an MLCD could materially adversely differ from the 
treatment described below.  The Bank will not seek a ruling from the IRS with respect to any matters addressed in this summary. 

As used herein, the term “U.S. Holder” means a beneficial owner of an MLCD that is for United States federal income tax purposes (a) a 
citizen or resident of the United States, (b) a corporation (including an entity treated as a corporation for United States federal income tax 
purposes) created or organized in or under the laws of the United States, any state thereof or the District of Columbia, (c) an estate the 
income of which is subject to United States federal income taxation regardless of its source, (d) any trust if a court within the United States 
is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration of the trust and one or more United States persons have the authority to 
control all substantial decisions of the trust.  A “Non-U.S. Holder” is a holder that is not a U.S. Holder. 

If an entity or arrangement treated as a partnership for United States federal income tax purposes beneficially owns an MLCD, the United 
States federal income tax treatment of a partner generally will depend upon the status of the partner and the activities of the partnership and 
accordingly, this summary does not address or apply to partnerships.  A partner of a partnership beneficially owning an MLCD should 
consult its own tax advisor regarding the United States federal income tax consequences to the partner of the acquisition, ownership and 
disposition by the partnership of the MLCD. 

If the Investment Benchmark consists of, or includes, one or more currencies, the amount payable on the MLCDs at maturity will depend on 
the performance of such currency.  The United States federal income tax treatment of such MLCDs with stated maturities of one year or less 
will be provided in the applicable Supplement.  The proper United States federal income tax treatment of such MLCDs with stated maturities 
of more than one year will depend on whether the “denomination currency” (as defined in applicable Treasury regulations) of the MLCD is 
the U.S. dollar.  Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Supplement, we intend to take the position that the denomination currency of 
such MLCDs is the U.S. dollar.  Under that treatment, such MLCDs should not be subject to the special rules described in the Treasury 
regulations governing nonfunctional currency debt instruments.  Rather, the MLCDs should be treated as a “contingent payment debt 
instrument” subject to the “non-contingent bond method,” as described below. 

The Bank will not attempt to ascertain whether any Investment Benchmark would be treated as a “passive foreign investment company” 
within the meaning of Section 1297 of the Code or a “U.S. real property holding corporation” within the meaning of Section 897 of the Code. 
If any Investment Benchmark were so treated, certain adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences could possibly apply.  Prospective 
investors should refer to any available information filed with the SEC by the issuer of an Investment Benchmark and consult their own tax 
advisor regarding the possible consequences in this regard. 
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U.S. Holders 
  
MLCDs with Stated Maturities of One Year or Less (“short-term MLCDs”) 

Cash Method U.S. Holders: U.S. Holders that are cash method taxpayers will be required to include the Periodic Interest Payments (other 
than the Indexed Interest Amount) on an MLCD with a maturity date of one year or less in income at the time they are paid, unless such 
U.S. Holder elects to accrue such income as original issue discount (“OID”).  A U.S. Holder that is a cash method taxpayer and that does 
not elect to accrue such income as OID will be required to defer deductions for any interest paid on indebtedness incurred or continued to 
purchase or carry the MLCDs, in an amount equal to the deferred interest income, until the deferred interest is included in income.  The 
Indexed Interest Amount payable at maturity on a short-term MLCD, if any, generally should be includible in income by a U.S. Holder who 
uses the cash method of accounting as ordinary interest on the date the Indexed Interest Amount is received.  Upon the sale, exchange, or 
early redemption of a short-term MLCD prior to maturity, a U.S. Holder who uses the cash method of accounting generally should recognize 
taxable gain or loss in an amount equal to the difference between the amount realized on the sale, exchange, or early redemption and such 
U.S. Holder’s tax basis in the short-term MLCD. The tax basis in a short-term MLCD of a U.S. Holder that elects to accrue income as OID 
generally should equal such U.S. Holder’s initial investment in the short-term MLCD, increased by any OID included in income by the U.S. 
Holder and reduced by any payments on the MLCD.  Such gain or loss generally would be short-term capital gain or loss.  However, all or a 
portion of any such gain should be treated as ordinary income to the extent of the amount of any OID that has accrued on a straight-line 
basis, or upon election under a constant yield method (based on daily compounding) through the date of sale that has not been included in 
income. 

Accrual Method U.S. Holders:  U.S. Holders who use the accrual method of accounting should be required to accrue any OID on a short-
term MLCD on a straight-line basis unless an election is made to accrue the OID under a constant yield method (based on daily 
compounding).  However, although not free from doubt, the Indexed Interest Amount generally should not be accrued or reported until fixed 
or paid at which time it should be reported as ordinary interest income.  Upon the sale, exchange, or early redemption of a short-term MLCD 
prior to its stated maturity date, a U.S. Holder who uses the accrual method of accounting generally should recognize short-term capital gain 
or loss in an amount equal to the difference between the amount realized on the sale, exchange, or early redemption and such U.S. 
Holder’s adjusted tax basis in the short-term MLCD. Such a U.S. Holder’s adjusted tax basis generally should equal such U.S. Holder’s 
initial investment in the short-term MLCD, increased by any OID included in income by the U.S. Holder, and reduced by any payments on 
the MLCD. 

MLCDs with Stated Maturities of More Than One Year (“long-term MLCDs”) 

The amount payable on the MLCDs at maturity will depend on the performance of the Investment Benchmark.  Accordingly, we intend to 
take the position that the long-term MLCDs will be treated as “contingent payment debt instruments” for United States federal income tax 
purposes subject to taxation under the “non-contingent bond method,” and the balance of this discussion assumes that this characterization 
is proper and will be respected.  Under this characterization, long-term MLCDs generally will be subject to the Treasury regulations 
governing contingent payment debt instruments.  Under those regulations, a U.S. Holder will be required to report OID or interest income in 
respect of the MLCDs based on a “comparable yield” and a “projected payment schedule” (both as described below) established by us for 
determining interest accruals and adjustments with respect to the MLCDs.  A U.S. Holder which does not use the “comparable yield” and 
follow the “projected payment schedule” to calculate its OID and interest income on an MLCD must timely disclose and justify the use of 
other estimates to the IRS. 

A “comparable yield” with respect to an MLCD generally is the yield at which we could issue a fixed-rate debt instrument with terms similar 
to those of the MLCD (taking into account for this purpose the level of subordination, term, timing of payments, and general market 
conditions, but ignoring any adjustments for liquidity or the riskiness of the contingencies with respect to the MLCD).  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, a comparable yield must not be less than the “applicable federal rate” based on the overall maturity of the MLCD. 

A “projected payment schedule” with respect to an MLCD generally is a series of projected payments, the amount and timing of which would 
produce a yield to maturity on the MLCD equal to the comparable yield.  Based upon market conditions as of the date of the applicable 
disclosure supplement, as determined by us for purposes of illustrating the application of the Code and the Treasury regulations to the 
MLCDs, we will set forth in that disclosure supplement the “projected payment schedule.”  This projected payment schedule will consist of 
the principal amount, a projection for tax purposes of the contingent payment on the MLCD payable at maturity and the amount of Periodic 
Interest Payments that will be paid to holders of the MLCDs, if any.  The actual “projected payment schedule” will be completed on the 
pricing date, and included in the final disclosure supplement.  The projected payment schedule is not calculated or provided for any 
purposes other than the determination of a U.S. Holder’s interest accruals and adjustments with respect to the MLCDs for United States 
federal income tax purposes.  By providing the projected payment schedule, we make no representations regarding the actual amounts of 
payments on the MLCDs. 

Based on the comparable yield and the projected payment schedule of the MLCDs, a U.S. Holder of an MLCD, regardless of accounting 
method, generally will be required to accrue as OID the sum of the daily portions of interest on the MLCD for each day in the taxable year on 
which the holder held the MLCD, adjusted upward or downward to reflect the difference, if any, between the actual and projected amount of 
any contingent payments on the MLCD, as described below.  The daily portions of interest for an MLCD are determined by allocating to 
each day in an accrual period the ratable portion of interest on the MLCD that accrues during that accrual period.  The amount of interest 
that accrues during an accrual period is the product of the comparable yield on the MLCD (adjusted, if necessary, to reflect the length of the 
accrual period) and the adjusted issue price of the MLCD at the beginning of the accrual period.  The adjusted issue price of an MLCD at 
the beginning of the first accrual period will equal its issue price.  The issue price of each MLCD in an issue of MLCDs is the first price at 
which a substantial amount of those MLCDs has been sold (including any premium paid for those MLCDs and ignoring sales to bond 
houses, brokers, or similar persons or organizations acting in the capacity of underwriters, placement agents, or wholesalers).  For any 
subsequent accrual period, the adjusted issue price will be (1) the sum of the issue price of the MLCD and any interest previously accrued 
on the MLCD by a holder (without regard to any positive or negative adjustments, described below), minus (2) the amount of any projected 
payments on the MLCD for previous accrual periods.  Under these rules, a U.S. Holder is not required to separately account for Periodic 
Interest Payments on an MLCD, if any (other than in calculating any positive or negative adjustments).  A U.S. Holder of an MLCD generally 
will be required to include in income OID in excess of actual cash payments received for certain taxable years. 

A U.S. Holder will be required to recognize interest income equal to the amount of any “positive adjustment” for an MLCD for a taxable year 
in which a contingent payment is paid (including a payment at maturity).  A positive adjustment is the excess of actual payments in respect 
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of contingent payments over the projected amount of contingent payments.  A U.S. Holder also will be required to account for any “negative 
adjustment” for a taxable year in which a contingent payment is paid.  A negative adjustment is the excess of the projected amounts of 
contingent payments over actual payments in respect of the contingent payments.  A net negative adjustment is the amount by which total 
negative adjustments in a taxable year exceed total positive adjustments in such taxable year.  A net negative adjustment (1) will first 
reduce the amount of interest for the MLCD that a U.S. Holder would otherwise be required to include in income in the taxable year, and (2) 
to the extent of any excess, will result in an ordinary loss equal to that portion of the excess as does not exceed the excess of (A) the 
amount of all previous interest inclusions under the MLCD over (B) the total amount of the U.S. Holder’s net negative adjustments treated as 
ordinary loss on the MLCD in prior taxable years.  A net negative adjustment is not subject to the 2% floor limitation imposed on 
miscellaneous deductions under Section 67 of the Code.  Any net negative adjustment in excess of the amounts described above in (1) and 
(2) will be carried forward to offset future interest income on the MLCD or to reduce the amount realized on a sale, exchange, or retirement 
of the MLCD. 

If a contingent payment becomes fixed more than six months prior to maturity, a positive or negative adjustment, as appropriate, is made to 
reflect the difference between the present value of the amount that is fixed and the present value of the projected amount.  Under Treasury 
regulations, a contingent payment is treated as fixed if all remaining contingencies, if any, with respect to the payment are remote or 
incidental.  Such an adjustment may be appropriate in some circumstances for the MLCDs.  For example, it may be possible that the 
occurrence of a knock-out event eliminates the Indexed Interest Amount.  In that case, assuming more than six months remain prior to 
maturity, a negative adjustment would be made to reflect the difference between the present value of the principal amount of the MLCDs 
and the present value of the projected amounts. 

Upon a sale, exchange, or retirement of a long-term MLCD prior to maturity, a U.S. Holder generally will recognize taxable gain or loss 
equal to the difference between the amount realized on the sale, exchange, or retirement and that holder’s tax basis in the MLCD.  A U.S. 
Holder’s tax basis in an MLCD generally will equal the cost of that MLCD, increased by the amount of OID previously accrued by the holder 
for that MLCD (without regard to any positive or negative adjustments) and reduced by any projected payments for previous periods on the 
MLCD.  A U.S. Holder generally will treat any gain as interest income, and will treat any loss as ordinary loss to the extent of the excess of 
previous interest inclusions over the total negative adjustments previously taken into account as ordinary losses, and the balance as long-
term or short-term capital loss depending upon the U.S. Holder’s holding period for the MLCD.  The deductibility of capital losses by a U.S. 
Holder is subject to limitations. 

All prospective investors in long-term MLCDs are urged to consult their own tax advisors concerning the application of the foregoing rules in 
respect of an investment in long-term MLCDs. 

Additional Medicare Tax 

With respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 2012, certain U.S. Holders, including individuals, estates and trusts, will be 
subject to an additional 3.8% Medicare tax on unearned income.  For individual U.S. Holders, the additional Medicare tax applies to the 
lesser of (i) “net investment income,” or (ii) the excess of “modified adjusted gross income” over $200,000 ($250,000 if married and filing 
jointly or $125,000 if married and filing separately).  “Net investment income” generally equals the taxpayer’s gross investment income 
reduced by the deductions that are allocable to such income.  Investment income generally includes passive income such as interest, 
dividends, annuities, royalties, rents, and capital gains.  Prospective purchasers of the MLCDs are urged to consult their own tax advisor 
regarding the implications of the additional Medicare tax resulting from an investment in the MLCDs.  

Comparison with Conventional Certificates of Deposit 

The tax treatment of the MLCDs is different than the tax treatment of conventional certificates of deposit issued by banks.  In particular, 
interest on conventional certificates of deposits generally is included in income as it is paid or accrued in accordance with an investor’s 
normal method of tax accounting, except where rules apply requiring inclusion of OID based on the interest payable at maturity.  Thus, 
unlike the MLCDs, conventional certificates of deposit issued by banks are not subject to the special rules described above requiring income 
inclusions based on a comparable yield and projected payment schedule, or the special rule requiring recognition of ordinary income on any 
gain realized on a sale or other disposition. 

 

Non-U.S. Holders 

  

Under current United States federal income tax law and subject to the discussion below concerning backup withholding, principal and 
interest payments, including any OID, that are received from us or our agent and that are not effectively connected with the conduct by the 
Non-U.S. Holder of a trade or business within the United States, or a permanent establishment maintained in the United States if certain tax 
treaties apply, generally will not be subject to United States federal income or withholding tax except as provided below.   

A Non-U.S. Holder generally will not be subject to U.S. federal income or withholding tax on any gain realized on the sale, exchange, 
retirement, or other disposition of MLCDs, provided that:  (a) the gain is not effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business 
within the United States, or a permanent establishment maintained in the United States if certain tax treaties apply, and (b) in the case of a 
Non-U.S. Holder that is an individual, the Non-U.S. Holder is not present in the United States for 183 days or more in the taxable year of the 
sale, exchange, or other disposition of the MLCD.  An individual Non-U.S. Holder who is present in the United States for 183 days or more 
in the taxable year of sale, exchange, or other disposition of an MLCD, and if certain other conditions are met, will be subject to U.S. federal 
income tax at a rate of 30% on the gain realized on the sale, exchange, or other disposition of such MLCD. 

If a Non-U.S. Holder of an MLCD is engaged in the conduct of a trade or business within the United States and if interest (including any 
OID) on the MLCD, or gain realized on the sale, exchange, or other disposition of the MLCD, is effectively connected with the conduct of 
such trade or business (and, if certain tax treaties apply, is attributable to a permanent establishment maintained by the Non-U.S. Holder in 
the United States), the Non-U.S. Holder, although exempt from U.S. federal withholding tax (provided that the applicable certification 
requirements are satisfied), generally will be subject to U.S. federal income tax on such interest (including any OID) or gain on a net income 
basis in the same manner as if it were a U.S. Holder.  Non-U.S. holders should read the material under the heading “—U.S. Holders,” for a 
description of the U.S. federal income tax consequences of acquiring, owning, and disposing of MLCDs.  In addition, if such Non-U.S. 
Holder is a foreign corporation, it may also be subject to a branch profits tax equal to 30% (or such lower rate provided by an applicable U.S. 
income tax treaty) of a portion of its earnings and profits for the taxable year that are effectively connected with its conduct of a trade or 
business in the United States, subject to certain adjustments.  
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A “dividend equivalent” payment is treated as a dividend from sources within the U.S. and such payments generally would be subject to a 
30% U.S. withholding tax (or a lower rate under an applicable income tax treaty) if paid to a Non-U.S. Holder.  Under proposed U.S. 
Treasury regulations, certain payments that are contingent upon or determined by reference to U.S. source dividends, including payments 
reflecting adjustments for (extraordinary) dividends, with respect to equity-linked instruments, including certain MLCDs, may be treated as 
dividend equivalents.  If enacted in their current form, the regulations will impose a withholding tax on payments made on MLCDs on or after 
January 1, 2014 that are treated as dividend equivalents.  In that case, we would be entitled to withhold taxes without being required to pay 
any additional amounts with respect to amounts so withheld.  Further, Non-U.S. Holders may be required to provide certifications prior to, or 
upon the sale, early redemption or maturity of MLCDs in order to minimize or avoid U.S. withholding taxes. 

 

Backup Withholding and Reporting 
  

In general, in the case of a U.S. Holder, other than certain exempt holders, we and other payors are required to report to the IRS all 
payments of principal, any premium, and interest on the MLCDs, and the accrual of OID. In addition, we and other payors generally are 
required to report to the IRS any payment of proceeds of the sale of an MLCD before maturity.  Additionally, backup withholding generally 
will apply to any payments, including payments of OID, if a U.S. Holder fails to provide an accurate taxpayer identification number and 
certify that the taxpayer identification number is correct, the U.S. Holder is notified by the IRS that it has failed to report all interest and 
dividends required to be shown on its U.S. federal income tax returns or a U.S. Holder does not certify that it has not underreported its 
interest and dividend income.  

In the case of a Non-U.S. Holder, backup withholding and information reporting will not apply to payments made if the Non-U.S. Holder 
provides the required certification that it is not a United States person, or the Non-U.S. Holder otherwise establishes an exemption, provided 
that the payor or withholding agent does not have actual knowledge that the holder is a United States person, or that the conditions of any 
exemption are not satisfied.  A Non-U.S. Holder generally will satisfy the certification requirements if the Non-U.S. Holder certifies to us or 
our agent, under penalties of perjury, that it is a non-United States person and provides its name and address (which certification may 
generally be made on an IRS Form W-8BEN, or a successor form),   

In addition, payments of the proceeds from the sale of an MLCD to or through a foreign office of a broker or the foreign office of a custodian, 
nominee, or other dealer acting on behalf of a holder generally will not be subject to information reporting or backup withholding.  However, 
if the broker, custodian, nominee, or other dealer is a United States person, the government of the United States or the government of any 
state or political subdivision of any state, or any agency or instrumentality of any of these governmental units, a controlled foreign 
corporation for U.S. federal income tax purposes, a foreign partnership that is either engaged in a trade or business within the United States 
or whose United States partners in the aggregate hold more than 50% of the income or capital interest in the partnership, a foreign person 
50% or more of whose gross income for a certain period is effectively connected with a trade or business within the United States, or a 
United States branch of a foreign bank or insurance company, information reporting (but not backup withholding) generally will be required 
with respect to payments made to a holder unless the broker, custodian, nominee, or other dealer has documentation of the holder’s foreign 
status and the broker, custodian, nominee, or other dealer has no actual knowledge to the contrary.  

Payment of the proceeds from a sale of an MLCD to or through the United States office of a broker is subject to information reporting and 
backup withholding, unless the holder certifies as to its non-United States person status or otherwise establishes an exemption from 
information reporting and backup withholding.  

Any amounts withheld under the backup withholding rules will be allowed as a refund or a credit against a holder’s U.S. federal income tax 
liability provided the required information is furnished to the IRS. 

 

Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 
  

 

Legislation was enacted on March 18, 2010 that will impose a 30% U.S. withholding tax on certain U.S. source payments, including interest 
(and OID), dividends, other fixed or determinable annual or periodical gain, profits, and income, and on the gross proceeds from a 
disposition of property of a type which can produce U.S. source interest or dividends ("Withholdable Payments"), if paid to a foreign financial 
institution, unless such institution enters into an agreement with the Treasury to collect and provide to the Treasury substantial information 
regarding U.S. account holders, including certain account holders that are foreign entities with U.S. owners, with such institution. The 
legislation also generally imposes a withholding tax of 30% on Withholdable Payments made to a non-financial foreign entity unless such 
entity provides the withholding agent with a certification that it does not have any substantial U.S. owners or a certification identifying the 
direct and indirect substantial U.S. owners of the entity.  

In addition, under the new legislation, "passthru payments" made by a foreign financial institution to "recalcitrant holders" or non-compliant 
foreign financial institutions are subject to a 30% U.S. withholding tax. A "recalcitrant holder" generally is a holder of an account with a 
foreign financial institution that fails to comply with reasonable requests for information that will help enable the relevant foreign financial 
institution to comply with its reporting requirements (a MLCD may constitute an account for these purposes). A "passthru payment" is any 
Withholdable Payment and any “foreign passthru payment,” which has yet to be defined. 

These withholding and reporting requirements will generally apply to payments made after December 31, 2013.  However, the withholding 
tax will not be imposed on payments pursuant to obligations outstanding on January 1, 2014. Prospective purchasers of the MLCDs are 
urged to consult with their own tax advisors regarding the possible implications of this recently enacted legislation on their investment in the 
MLCDs. 


